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Introduction  

 

    Lipids interact with metallic materials in various fields of applied sciences 

and technologies. For instance, vegetable oils are extensively used in food 

industries and more recently as environmentally friendly lubricants [1], fatty 

acid methyl esters as biodiesel [2], and a variety of  phospholipids for the 

design of biomaterials and biosensors [3, 4], for the drug delivery [5], and 

cosmetic products [6]. 

    Lipids, one of the four main classes of biomolecules, constitute the 

molecular architecture of biomembranes and play key functional roles in 

biochemical processes [7]. They include a wide range of amphiphilic 

molecules which generally possess one or several hydrophobic alkyl chains 

and hydrophilic groups such as phosphate in phospholipids, carboxylate in 

fatty acids (FA), hydroxyl in cholesterol, and amino alcohol in sphingolipids 

[8]. The ability of lipids to self-assemble and self-organize at interfaces has 

attracted much interest, leading to the design of biomimetic materials with 

tailored properties and functions [9-11]. In particular, the ability to tailor both 

head and tail groups of lipid molecules may help to better understand relevant 

phenomena at the molecular level, such as wetting, adhesion, lubrication, and 

corrosion processes [12]. 

    The mechanism of adsorption of lipids on solid surfaces is complex as it 

involves multiple interfacial processes, including self-assembly, self-

organization, hydration, desorption, etc. Furthermore, the adsorbed phase is 

sensitive to physicochemical conditions of the medium (temperature, ionic 

strength, etc.) and the properties of the substrate (hydrophobicity, charge, etc.). 

    The adsorption of FA on solid surfaces often creates major technical hurdles, 

when “clean” surfaces are necessary. The propensity of FA and their derivative 

esters to bind chemically to metal surfaces makes them difficult to remove. 

Furthermore, most fatty acids are not soluble in water and are not volatile. 

When washed with water, detergents must be used for their removal, but this 

typically leads to even further surface contamination with soaps, detergents, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amino_alcohol
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etc. Indeed, even a simple touch of bare hands immediately leaves a trace of 

human sebum and epidermal lipids, which are mainly constituted of free FA 

[13]. Surface contamination with FA can also occur due to the mist of 

lubricants, exposure to vacuum pump grease, soldering flux, incidental dust, 

etc.  Once adsorbed on the metal surface, the removal of FA requires a 

chemically aggressive technique, such as treatment in H2O2, acid etching, or 

reagent-free methods such as thermal annealing or UV/O3 treatment [14].  

    In the present study, we focus on the adsorption behavior of two categories 

of lipids on Al substrate: FA and phopholipid.  Indeed, the self-assembly of FA 

on Al oxides has attracted particular interest [15-22]. This is due to the 

relevance of the Al oxides/hydroxides chemistry [23], from the fundamental 

point of view, but also to the importance of this material in many technological 

applications such as lubrication, water/oil repellency and corrosion inhibition 

[24, 25]. Moreover, Al foil is widely used in food industry and many other 

packaging applications. Free oleic and linoleic acids are widespread in many 

types of food, because oils and fats easily hydrolyze during food storage and 

processing, producing free FA along with mono- or di-glycerides.  Oleic acid is 

by far the most widespread fatty acid in foods, while linoleic acid is nearly as 

abundant as stearic or palmitic acids.  Consequently, adsorption of oleic and 

linoleic acids on Al surface occurs almost inevitably when food is wrapped 

into Al foil.  Previous reports showed significant increase of Al contents in 

foods, which were processed while wrapped into the aluminum foil [26], [27].  

So far possible Al intake levels were reported to be far below 1 mg Al/kg 

bodyweight per day, established as a safe dose by WHO (World Health 

Organization, 1989). Nevertheless, bearing in mind the magnitude of FA 

exposure to Al foil, possibilities of chemical transformations of oleic and 

linoleic acids, when adsorbed on Al, deserve much more significant attention. 

 

The main objectives of the thesis: 

 Describe the mechanism of interaction of fatty acids and their esters on 

Al substrate at the molecular level. 
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 Investigate the impact of the stability of self-assembled FA on the 

structural and wetting properties of the Al surface.  

 Evidence the origin of surface wettability: chemistry or nanoscale 

organization. 

 Investigate the adsorption behavior of a phospholipid model molecule 

on nanostructured Al surface. 

 Elaborate a hybrid FA/phospholipid bilayer on the nanostructured Al 

surface and examine the stability of the obtained “nanostructured hybrid 

surface” in aqueous medium.  

 

Novelty of scientific investigation 

The self-assembly of fatty acids on the surfaces of inorganic materials is a 

relevant way to control their wetting properties. The self-assembly of FA on a 

superficially hydroxylated Al surface leads to the formation of a remarkable 

nanoscale organization which manifests with two hierarchical –levels of 

nanostructuration. The first is due to the hydroxylation treatment, leading to 

the nucleation of AlOOH compounds in the form of nanorod-like structures. 

The second is related to the self-assembly of FA and leads the appearance of 

nano-patterns aligned parallel to the rod axis, regardless of the molecular 

structure of FA.  

Results presented in this work evidence that no correlation can be made 

between water contact angles (w) and the surface roughness. By contrast, w 

strongly increased with the amount of -CHx- groups exhibited by adsorbed FA. 

These findings suggest that the main origin of hydrophobization is the presence 

of self-assembled molecules and that the surface roughness has only a small 

contribution to the wettability. 

Another relevant achievement in this work is related to the elaboration of a 

hybrid FA/phospholipid layer on the nanostructured Al surface, taking 

advantages of the findings mentioned above. The main purpose is to better 

control the formation and the stability of a phospholipid layer on 

nanostructured surface. Phospholipid-modified surfaces are, indeed, relevant 
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for the control of surface wettability of materials with biological interest and, 

as a consequence, the interaction with biomolecules.    

 

Statements for defense: 

1. Fatty acids interact strongly with the hydroxylated Al (AlOOH) surface 

through their deprotonated carboxylic acid head groups. Methyl oleate 

is, however, subjected to a chemical transformation (presumably a 

saponification reaction) at the AlOOH surface, leading to the formation 

of coordinative bonded carboxylate species, similarly to FA. 

2.  The self-assembly of FA on the nanostructured AlOOH surface leads to 

the formation of ordered nanopatterns with regular height and inter-

distance. 

3. The use of UV/O3 treatments allows adsorbed FA to be removed at 

different rates, depending, mainly on the level of unsaturation of their 

alkyl chains. Stearic acid is more stable than oleic and linoleic acids, 

and the mechanism of degradation seems to involve ozonolysis and/or 

autoxidation.  

4. Ageing of adsorbed FA or esters in air, UV/O3 or aqueous media leads 

to noticeable evolution of the nanoscale organization of the surface, 

causing changes in surface wettability. The profound investigations, 

conducted in the present work, evidence that the origin of 

hydrophobization is “chemistry” rather than “nanoscale roughness”. 

5. Phospholipids (DPPC) adsorb on both hydrophilic AlOOH and 

hydrophobic SA-AlOOH surfaces. However, the organization of the 

DPPC molecules is greatly influenced by the presence of a self-

assembled FA layer. With increasing the concentration of DPPC in 

solution, the adsorbed phase may  include multiple (bi)layers which 

seems to remain stable upon hydration 
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1.1 Lipids: one of the main group of natural biomolecules 

Lipids are one of the four main classes of biomolecules which constitute the 

molecular architecture of biomembranes over wide biological systems. They 

yield large amount of energy, during oxidation processes in metabolism and 

play key functional roles in biochemical processes [7]. This class of 

biomolecules includes a large number of amphiphilic molecules which 

generally possess one or several hydrophobic alkyl chains and hydrophilic 

groups. As a consequence, lipids generally exhibit a low solubility in water and 

high solubility in nonpolar solvents.  

The classes of lipids [28] are summarized in Table 1.1. 

 

Table 1.1. Classification of lipids 

Classes Subclasses*
 

General formula** Examples 

Fatty acids Saturated 

Unsaturated 

Rn-COOH Omega-3 

 

Glycerolipids 

(glycerides) 

Mono- 

Di- 

Tri- 

R1

R2R3 R3
Ri

Ri

Ri
 

Vegetable oils, 

fats 

Phospholipids Glycerophospholipids 

Phosphospingolipids 
R1

R2R3

Ri

RiR’
 

DPPC, Lethitin 

Sphingolipids Sphingoid base 

Ceramides 

Phosphospingolipids 

Glycospingolipids 
Rx

R1 R

R”

 

Sphingomyelin 

(SPH) 

Sterol lipids Sterols 

Steroids 

Secosteroids 

Bile acids and 

deratives 

Steroid conjugates 

Hapanoids 

+ Rn, double bonds  

Cholesterol 
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Prenol lipids  Isoprenoids 

Quinones and 

hydroquinones 

Polyprenols 

 

OH
n

+ Rn, double bonds
 

Vitamin E, 

Vitamin K 

Saccharolipids Acylaminosugars 

Acylamonosugar 

glycans 

Acytrehaloses 

Acytrehalose glycans 

 

HO

HO

HO

OH

OH

NH

 

Acylated 

glucosamine 

Polyketides Macrolide polyketides 

Aromatic polyketides 

Nonribosomal 

peptide/ polyketide 

hybrids 

 

 

Doxycycline, 

Erythromycin 

(antibiotics) 

*List of the subclasses is not exhaustive. 

** Rn – alkyl chain; Ri - fatty acid; R’ - functional groups related to glicerophospholipids; R” – 

functional groups related to sphingolipids, R – or H atom, or fatty acid.  

 

1.1.1 Lipids in biological systems 

The fatty acyl group is the major entity in the lipid building block, which 

constitute the hydrophobic moiety of the molecule. On their own, essential 

fatty acids are required for the stimulation of growth (skin and hair), regulation 

of CH metabolism, lipotropic activity, and maintenance of reproductive 

performance, among other physiologic effects [29]. Glycerolipids are the major 

constituents of most natural fats and oils as also some of them are important 

intermediates in metabolism. The glycerophospholipids have a phosphate 

group esterefied at carbon 3 of the glycerol backbone. They are essential 

components of cell membranes by forming lipid bilayer, but can be also found 

in other parts of the cell. 
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Sphingolipids is another family of lipids with a complex structure. The 

common one is  a sphingoid base (spingosine) backbone (18-carbon amino 

alcohol) and can be converted into ceramides, phosphosphingolipids, 

glycosphingolipids and other species, including protein adducts [30, 31]. 

Ceramide is formed from sphingosine, which is linked through an amide bond 

with fatty acid. Ceramide-based lipids are important components of muscle and 

nerve membranes in animals. In addition, glycosphingolipids, which consist of 

a ceramide with one or more sugar residues, have a number of important 

cellular functions. 

The sterols, of which cholesterol and its derivatives are the most widely 

studied in mammalian systems, constitute an important component of the cell 

membrane [32]. They all have a common structural motif of three six-

membered rings and one five-membered ring all fused together. Cholesterol is 

a principal component of animal cell plasma membrane. The steroids, which 

also contain the same fused four ring core structure, have different biological 

roles as hormones and signaling molecules [33]. For instance, the 18 carbon 

atoms (C18) steroids include the family of estrogen, the C19 steroids constitute 

the androgens (testosterone and androsterone) and the secosteroids comprise 

various forms of vitamin D. 

In spite of this fascinating diversity of lipid’s molecular structures, only few 

classes of lipids are used by nature to build up animal cell membranes: (1) 

cholesterol, (2) phospholipids, and (3) cerebrosides (glycosphingolipids) 

(Figure 1.1), which also contain a substantial amount (of neutral lipids such as 

diacylglycerols (glycerol with two attached fatty acid chains and 

triacylglycerols (glycerol with three fatty acid chains) in addition to fatty acids 

and lyso-phospholipids. These types of amphiphiles are most probably 

involved as metabolic intermediates or transiently formed during metabolic 

processes where lipids play an essential role [8]. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glycosphingolipid
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Figure 1.1. Cross section of generic eukaryotic cell surface (i.e., plasma 

membrane)[34] 

 

The present study focuses on lipids which exhibit amphiphatic properties, 

containing both hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts. The interest is to 

investigate the abilities of these molecules to interact with inorganic materials. 

For this purpose, we used molecules from two classes of lipids: (i) fatty acids 

and derivative ester, which could be also found as fragments in the majority of 

more complex lipids or other bio(macro)molecules, and (ii) 

glycerophospholipid, containing the glycerol backbone with the fragments of 

two fatty acids, phosphate and choline groups, and represents more intricate 

system than fatty acids. Detailed presentation of the chosen molecules classes 

is presented below (sections 1.2 and 1.3). 

 

1.1.2 Lipids in technology 

For a long time, lipid had been used as food source or as oleochemical raw 

materials for the manufacture of surfactants, polymers, etc. During the last 

decade, the use of lipids in novel technological processes has attracted an 

increasing attention, particularly in the synthesis of biodiesel and related 

products. Biodiesel, usually based on fatty acid methyl (FAME), ethyl or other 

esters, represents an alternative diesel fuel and is made from renewable 

biological sources such as vegetable oils and animal fats. In these sources, the 
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main components are triacylglycerols (TAG). Different FA can be attached to 

one glycerol backbone. Because different FA have different physical and 

chemical properties, the FA profile is probably the most important parameter 

influencing the corresponding properties of vegetable oil or animal fat [2].  

Advantages of biodiesel over conventional petroleum diesel fuel (petrodiesel) 

include derivation from renewable feedstock, displacement of imported 

petroleum, superior lubricity and biodegradability, lower toxicity, essentially 

no sulfur content, higher flash point, positive energy balance, and a reduction 

of most regulated exhaust emissions [35]. Usage of biodiesel will allow a 

balance to be sought between agriculture, economic development and the 

environment [36]. Recently, utilization of edible oils for production of 

biodiesel became highly contested in various political and social institutions. 

Producing biofuels requires huge amounts of both fossil energy and food 

resources, which will intensify conflicts among these resources, as also the use 

of food crops enhances major nutritional and ethical concerns, especially in 

developing countries [37, 38]. However, a number of non-edible oilseeds have 

already been found useful for biodiesel production, as well as more exotic 

sources, such as yeast, algae, etc. Therefore, FAME is likely to stay as a major 

ingredient in fuels and its studies will remain important until sufficient 

understanding on FAME behavior in fuel systems is achieved. 

Many types of oils, with a varied composition in fatty acids, can be used for 

the preparation of biodiesel. For example, waste oils (such as used frying oils) 

and animal fats are important sources for FAME manufacture.  Nevertheless, 

four oilseeds clearly dominate the feedstock used for world-wide biodiesel 

production. Soybean [39, 40], rapeseed [41, 42], palm [43] and sunflower [44, 

45] oils are the most utilized for FAME production. 
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catalysts

3 CH3-OH

 

Figure 1.2. Simplified scheme of triglyceride transesterification reaction, where R1, 

R2, R3 are remaining chains of FA 

 

FAME is produced from vegetable oils through a transesterification reaction of 

triglycerides with methanol in the presence of an alkaline or sometimes acidic 

catalyst (Figure 1.2). 

Many efforts have been made to improve the rate of transesterification reaction 

by using different catalysts. A vast amount of literature in the subject is listed 

in recent reviews [46]. 

However, prolonged exposure of biofuels to reservoir or equipment surfaces 

can become problematic due to corrosion, which not only damages the 

container surface, but also increases metal contents in the fuel.  Consequently, 

during combustion metal oxides are formed.  Since the oxides are not volatile, 

they must produce solid particulates, contributing to soot formation.   

 

1.2 Fatty acids (FA)  

Fatty acids are aliphatic monocarboxylic acids with a common structure: an 

alkyl chain and a carboxylic acid head-group. Over 1000 fatty acids are known 

with different chain lengths, positions, configurations, types of unsaturation 

and range of additional substituents along the aliphatic chain, but only around 

20 fatty acids occur widely in nature [47]. They can exist individually or 

included as fragments in other biomolecules. Each fatty acid can have its 

derivative ester, which would retain the same structure of the molecule (chain 

length, number of double bonds), except that the hydrogen atom of the 
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carboxylic head group (-COOH) is replaced by an appropriate alkyl group (-

COOCH3 for methyl ester, -COOC2H5 for ethyl ester and etc.) (see section 

1.1.2). 

 

1.2.1 Molecular structure 

Fatty acids are classified into saturated – when all carbon-carbon bonds are 

single bonds – and unsaturated – with one or more double bonds. They can be 

described by using i) systematic name - numbering the chain from carboxyl 

carbon (IUPAC-IUB,1976) with the end –anoic for saturated acids, -enoic, -

adienoic, -atrienoic and etc for unsaturated ones, indicating the number of 

double bonds; ii) common name or iii) symbol where the first number means 

the amount of carbon atoms and the second one describes the amount of double 

bonds (Table 1.2). 

 

Table 1.2. Classification of the most common fatty acids 

Structure Systematic name 
Common 

name 
Symbol 

CH3(CH2)2COOH butanoic butyric 4:0 

CH3(CH2)6COOH octanoic caprylic 8:0 

CH3(CH2)10COOH dodecanoic lauric 12:0 

CH3(CH2)12COOH tetradecanoic myristic 14:0 

CH3(CH2)14COOH hexadecanoic palmitic 16:0 

CH3(CH2)5CH=CH(CH2)7COOH 9-hexadecenoic palmitoleic 16:1 

CH3(CH2)16COOH octadecanoic stearic 18:0 

CH3(CH2)7CH=CH(CH2)7COOH 9-octadecenoic oleic 18:1 

CH3(CH2)3(CH2CH=CH)2(CH2)7COOH 9,12-octadecadienoic linoleic 18:2 

CH3(CH2CH=CH)3(CH2)7COOH 9,12,15-octadecatrienoic α-linolenic 18:3 

CH3(CH2)3(CH2CH=CH)3(CH2)4COOH 6,9,12-octadecatrienoic -linolenic 18:3 

CH3(CH2)18COOH eicosanoic arachidic 20:0 

CH3(CH2)3(CH2CH=CH)4(CH2)3COOH 
5,8,11,14-

eicosatetraenoic 
arachidonic 20:4 

CH3(CH2)20COOH docosanoic behenic 22:0 

CH3(CH2)7CH=CH(CH2)11COOH 13-docosenoic erucic 22:1 

CH3(CH2)22COOH tetracosanoic lignoceric 24:0 

CH3(CH2)7CH=CH(CH2)13COOH 15-tetracosenoic nervonic 24:1 
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1.2.1.1 Saturated fatty acids  

Saturated fatty acids have only single bonds and naturally occurring even 

number of C atoms with chain lengths mainly between C4 and C24. Fats, which 

are rich in saturated acids, have high melting point and they are the main 

characteristic of many tropical species.  

Short chain acids, particularly butyric (4:0), are found in ruminant milk fats. 

Medium chain, such as lauric (8:0, 12:0) and others occur together in coconut 

and palm kernel oils. Palmitic acid (16:0) is the most abundant natural 

saturated acid present in plants, animals and microorganisms. Low levels of 

stearic acid (18:0) is found nearly everywhere, however it is abundant in cocoa 

butter, few tropical species, and some animal fats. 

Generally, saturated acids with 10 or more carbons are solid at room 

temperature, and their melting points increase with increasing the chain length. 

 

1.2.1.2 Unsaturated fatty acids 

Unsaturated fatty acids have one or more double bonds in their alkyl chains. 

Carbon-carbon double bond geometry could be described in cis (the hydrogen 

atoms are at the same side than the double bond) and trans (the hydrogen 

atoms are at the opposite side than the double bond). Cis configuration is 

dominating in nature, while trans configuration is most often a result of 

chemical processes during catalytic partial hydrogenation. 

The most common unsaturated fatty acid is the oleic acid. It is found in most 

plant and animal lipids and is the major fatty acid in olive oil (70-75%) and 

several nut oils. About 75 to 80% of it is found in many genetically modified 

oilseeds, e.g. sunflower and safflower. 

Unsaturated fatty acids with cis configuration with 18 or less carbons are 

liquids at room temperature. Moreover, double bonds positions influence the 

melting point.  

Unsaturated fatty acids with two or more double bonds are usually called 

polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA). Plants generally insert double bonds at the 

∆9, ∆12 and ∆15 positions in C18 fatty acids, giving n-9, n-6, and n-3 
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compounds, respectively. “∆” identifies at which place the double bond is, 

counting from the carboxyl end of fatty acid alkyl chain. The notation (n-x) 

shows with x the place of double bond counting from the terminal methyl 

carbon (designated as n or ω) toward the carbonyl carbon (Figure 1.3). 

 

OH

O

1912

6n or ω

9, 12 - octadecadienoic acid
omega 6 fatty acid

 

Figure 1.3. Nomenclature of PUFA in the basis of the positions of double bonds 

 

Linoleic acid is present in most plant oils and is abundant (>50%) in corn, 

sunflower, and soybean oils, and exceeds 70% in safflower oil. 

Mammalian tissues contain four families of PUFA : n-3, n-6, n-7, n-12, but 

only n-6 and n-3 classes are essential to the diet, as all others could be 

synthesized by humans from an excess of dietary energy [29]. The importance 

of dietary fatty acids in the evolution of the human brain has been reviewed by 

Crawford [48]. Brain lipids contain a very large fraction of poly-unsaturated 

fatty acyl chains, which mammals are unable to synthesize because they lack 

the enzymes to introduce double bonds at carbon bonds beyond C-9 in the fatty 

acid chain [49]. In humans, the poly-unsaturated lipids that seem to be of 

importance to the central nervous system are formed from essential fatty acids 

(EFA) known as linoleic (n-6) and α-linoleic (n-3) acids, which are elongated 

and desaturated from 18-carbon chain lengths with two or three double bonds 

to 20- and 22-carbon chain lengths with four and six double bonds [50]. 

Also exist bis- and polymethylene-interrupted acids, conjugated acids, trans 

acids, acetylenic and allenic acids, branched chain acids, cyclic fatty acids, 

fatty acids with oxygen-containing functional groups and other fatty acid 

structures [47].  However, in this study they are not investigated. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methyl
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbonyl
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1.2.1.3 Conformation 
 

If any of functional groups (for example, double bonds) are incorporated along 

the chain, it could change the chemical reactivity and the structure of the 

molecule. Fatty acids are flexible molecules: there is a potential rotation of the 

C-C bonds in the alkyl chain, and different conformations or tertiary structures 

are possible [47].  

In a saturated fatty acids, the alkyl chain usually adopts a structure with each 

methylene anti to the next, resulting in a straight zigzag chain. However, 

functional groups more or less distort this straight chain. The distance between 

carbonyl carbon and the terminal carbon could help to evaluate this distortion. 

The double bond of unsaturated fatty acids is usually in the cis configuration, 

which enhances a bend in the chain. That is why, in the adsorbed state, 

unsaturated fatty acids chains do not pack closely together to form ordered 

arrays as do saturated ones (Figure 1.4). 

 

Stearic acid Stearic acid Linoleic acidLinoleic acid

A) B)

 

Figure 1.4. A) The molecular conformation and the energy minimized structures of 

the stearic (SA) and linoleic acid (LA). B) The calculated electron density distribution 

on stearic and linoleic acid [51] 
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1.2.2 Chemical properties 

 

1.2.2.1 Autoxidation and photo-oxidation 

Autoxidation represents a variety of chemical reactions between oils and 

ambient oxygen under heating or UV irradiation [52]. Typically, autoxidation 

is a result of free radical driven [53] peroxide formation, hydroperoxide 

decomposition, polymerization, scission, branching and related processes 

(Figure 1.5). 

 

Figure 1.5. The pathways of free radical reactions during autoxidation process 

 

The initial cause of oxidative degradation is free radicals, which are often 

generated due to the presence of metal ions. Double bonds are oxidized more 

easily than fully saturated hydrocarbon chains. Free radicals attack the so-

called allylic hydrogen, located next to the double bond. Alkyl radicals rapidly 

react with the ambient oxygen, which is usually available due to its solubility 

in vegetable oils. Peroxy radicals are formed. A peroxy radical can attack the 

allylic hydrogen of another molecule as well, turning into hydroperoxide. 

Consequently, another alkyl radical is formed, transforming into peroxy 

radical, again capable of attacking another double bond. As a result, the 

reaction propagates and produces progressively increasing levels of 

hydroperoxides. During the free radical attack not only the hydroperoxide is 

produced, but, as the double bond usually stays intact, the remaining allylic 
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hydrogen atoms can be also subject to another free radical attack. Also, the 

double bond is delocalized during the loss of hydrogen.  

Mono-unsatureted FA contain isolated double bonds, which make allylic 

hydrogen atoms more prone to free radical attacks compared to saturated FA 

(Figure 1.6a). Polyunsatureted fatty acids, however, contain two or more 

double bonds, which are interrupted with methylene, i.e. two unsaturated bonds 

around one saturated C atom with so called ‘bis-allylic hydrogens’ (Figure 

1.6b). These are much more vulnerable to oxidation than regular allylic 

hydrogens.  

 

+ R - RH

a)

b)

 

Figure 1.6. Free radicals attacks on a) allylic hydrogen in monosaturated acids and 

b) bis-allylic hydrogen in polyunsaturated acids 

 

1.2.2.2 Hydrolysis  

The most prevalent types of biodiesel are methyl esters of rapeseed and soy 

fatty acids, predominantly oleates and linoleates. Exposure to humidity, which 

is very likely at the metal / biofuel / air interface, leads to ester hydrolysis and 

free fatty acid formation, especially if the media deviates from pH 7 (Figure 

1.7). 

C18H35COOCH3 C18H35COOH ½(C18H35COO)2Fe
+H2O

-CH3OH

+FeO

-H2O
 

Figure 1.7. Formation of free fatty acid in biodiesel through hydrolysis and metal 

soups  

 

Compared to bulk oil conditions, various chemical processes are much more 

intensive at the interface between fuel, metal and air (Figure 1.8).   
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Figure 1.8. Occurrence of major degradation processes in thin oil films on steel 

surfaces, consumption of O2, H2O and emission of volatile products [54] 

 

Ambient humidity can produce condensation of water on the inside walls of a 

lubricant reservoir and lead to hydrolysis reactions. During hydrolysis, 

formation of ionic species, such as free carboxylic acids and soaps, results in 

increased electrical conductivity. Lower electrical resistance favours 

electrochemical mechanisms, leading to various processes, such as 

dissociation, hydroxide formation or metal dissolution in the oil film [55]. 

Dissolved metals are free radical precursors, consequently the oil oxidises 

faster, leading to even more reactive and polar, or sometimes ionic media.  

 

1.2.2.3 Ozonolysis 

Ozonolysis is the most versatile method for oxidative cleavage of the double 

bond [56], so it occurs only for unsaturated compounds through electrophylic 

addition [57]. In bulk, the reactivity of unsaturated FA in the presence of O3 is 

well described in literature [58-60]. Indeed, O3 inserts through the double bond 

and forms primary ozonide, which decomposes leading to the formation of two 

types of products: aldehydes (or ketones) and Criegee intermediates 

(biradicals). Criegee intermediate, depending on the place of cleavage, could 

form mono or dibasic acids.  The schema is presented in Figure 1.9. 
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Figure 1.9. Reaction scheme for formation of volatile and liquid-phase products [59] 

 

After that stabilized Criegee intermediate could react with one of the products 

by forming secondary ozonide or others. 

 

1.3 Phospholipids 

Phospholipids are amphiphatic compounds containing one or more phosphate 

groups. 

They are divided into two main classes depending on the presence of either a 

glycerol or a sphingosine backbone: glycereophospholipids and 

sphingophospholipids, respectively. 

 

1.3.1 Molecular structure 

The head group which contains phosphate and/or others functional groups is 

always hydrophilic. The fatty acids which are linked with the other two 

positions of glycerol backbone create hydrophobic character. They could vary 

in the level of unsaturation and the number of carbon in the alkyl chain thus 

creating specific character and stability to entire molecule. 
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1.3.1.1 Glycerophospholipids 

This class is the most abundant class found in nature. Two fatty acids and a 

phosphoric acid are attached as esters in the glycerol backbone. The 

stereospecific nomenclature usually places the phosphate with each headgroup 

class at the sn-3 position of the glycerol backbone. 

 

R1

R2R3

H (PA)

-CH2-CH2-N⁺H3 (PE)

-CH2-CH2-N⁺(CH3)3 (PC)

-CH2-CH

COO⁻

N⁺H3

(PS)

OH

OH

OHOH
HO

(PI)

31

6

5

4

2

-CH2-CH(OH)-CH2OH (PG)

 

Figure 1.10. The structure of glycerolphospholipids 

 

Phospholipids could be divided into 6 subclasses depending on which  

functional groups are linked to the phosphate group (Figure 1.10). 

 

i) Phosphatidic acid (PE) is negatively charge lipid. It is not an abundant 

lipid constituent of any living organism, but it is extremely 

important as an intermediate in the biosynthesis of triacylglycerols 

and phospholipids and as a signaling molecule (web). 

ii) Phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) is neutral  or zwitterionic phospholipid. 

It is widespread lipid and important components in biomembranes. 

iii) Phosphatidylcholine (PC) has a neutral charge. It is the main component 

of biological membranes, also react as pulmonary surfactant. PC is 

the major component of lecithin. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphatidylethanolamine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphatidylcholine
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iv) Phosphatidylserine (PS) is negatively charged lipid. 

v) Phosphatidylglecerol (PG) is negatively charged lipid 

vi) Phosphoinositide is a part of membrane and participates into the 

metabolic processes. It is negatively charged lipid with the inositol 

group linked with the phosphate group (phosphatidylinositol PI), 

depending how many additional phosphate groups (1 to 3) are linked 

it is divided into: phosphatidylinositol phosphate (PIP), 

phosphatidylinositol bisphosphate (PIP2), phosphatidylinositol 

triphosphate (PIP3). 

 

1.3.1.2 Sphingophospholipids 

For Sphingophospholipids, the phosphate group is linked to i) sphingosine 

backbone (R=H), ii) ceramide (R is an amide-linked fatty acid). From the other 

site phosphate group could be linked with such groups as cholines, 

ethanolamines, inositols (X). (Figure 1.11) 

 

Rx

R1

X

R
 

Figure 1.11. Simplified structure of spingophospholipids 

 

1.3.2 Organization 

Phospholipids could form various structures in aqueous media, owing to the 

interaction of hydrophilic head groups and hydrophobic alkyl chains with 

water molecules. In Figure 1.12 the main organization are demonstrated. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphatidylserine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphatidylinositol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphatidylinositol_phosphate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphatidylinositol_%284,5%29-bisphosphate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphatidylinositol_%283,4,5%29-trisphosphate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphatidylinositol_%283,4,5%29-trisphosphate
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Micelle

Vesicle

Bilayer
Reverse micelle

 

Figure 1.12 Organization of phospholipids in aqueous media 

 

1.4 Lipids at solid surface 

 

1.4.1 Adsorption  procedures 

Several methods could be used for the deposition of lipid films on solid 

surfaces. In this section three main procedures are described which are mostly 

used and described in literature [12, 61]. 

 

a) Langmuir-Blodgett 

Langmuir-Blodgett monolayers or multilayers are transferred layer-by-layer 

from water/air interface to the solid surface (Figure 1.13.). Deposition of the 

first layer depends on the nature of the substrate, which could be i) hydrophilic, 

where lipids interact with their head group and ii) hydrophobic, where lipids 

interact with their tail group [62]. Usually, in order to obtain monolayer fatty 

of acid/n-hexane [63, 64] or phospholipid/chloroform [65-67], the solution is 

spread on a subphase of pure water or salt TbCl2, CdCl2 or other salt solution 
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(depending on pH is needed). After solvent evaporation, the monolayer is 

compressed to a specified surface pressure and is transferred to the substrate by 

lifting it vertically out of the subphase at chosen speed. 

Two thermodynamical variables, temperature and surface pressure, can be 

directly controlled. Furthermore, the intramonolayer and the monolayer-

subphase interactions can be widely varied by changing the head or tail parts of 

the molecule, or by changing pH or ion content of the subphase [68]. 

 

 

Figure 1.13.  Principle of Langmuir-Blodgett technology [69] 

 

b) Vesicles fusion 

The spreading of unilamellar vesicle of phospholipid is very popular method 

for preparation of solid supported bilayers [11, 70, 71]. Firstly, lipids, usually 

phospholipids, are dissolved in the organic solvent. After solvent evaporation, 

the dried lipid film is resuspended in an aqueous buffer solution yielding to 

multilamellar or unilamellar vesicle suspensions, which are deposed on to the 

surface. Experimental conditions such as temperature, buffer pH, sonicating 

time, vacuum and etc. should be carefully controlled.  
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Several different surface-confided membrane models could be suggested 

depending on the properties of the solid support and in which form the 

phospholipid is expressed (Figure 1.14).  

 

A)

B)

C)

D)

E)

F)

G)

 

Figure 1.14 Surface-confined membrane models: A) solid-supported lipid bilayer; B) 

polymer-cushioned lipid bilayer; C) hybrid bilayer, consisting of a self-assembled 

monolayer (e.g., thiols on Au or silanes on glass or silica) and a lipid monolayer; D) 

tethered lipid bilayer; E) freely suspended lipid bilayer; F)-G) supported vesicular 

layers [11]. 

 

c) Adsorption from lipid solutions 

The adsorption of lipids can be also carried out from diluted solutions, 

obtained by dissolving lipid solid in organic solvents. The main criterion for 

the choice of solvent is lipids solubility in it (see 1.4.4.2). The substrate is 

immersed in solution of solvent containing soluble fatty acid or other lipid 

molecules. After a an incubation time, the sample is put out of the FA solution, 

thoroughly rinsed, usually using the same solvent (pure) and dried under inert 

gas flow. When the solid substrate is immersed into a solution of the surface-

active material, molecules spontaneously self-organize on the surface. 
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However adsorption from lipid solution, even very easy to perform, comparing 

with Langmuir-Blodgett technique, could not control the density of the film. 

 

1.4.2 Properties of the lipid layers 

The properties of the adsorbed phase are related to its thickness and density, as 

both reflect the degree of self-assembly and self-organization. 

The backbone generally is C-C aliphatic chain, differing on length, terminal 

functional groups or level of unsaturation. The angle between it and the 

substrate surface normal (axis z) is called tilt angle (θt) with the tilt direction 

(χt) and twist angle (ψ) of the molecule (Figure 1.15A). Different backbones 

have different degrees of freedom to describe their conformational state. 

 

 

Figure 1.15. Decanethiol on gold schematic representation of A) angular degrees of 

freedom; B) evolution of structures during growing (adapted from [72]) 

 

The density of adsorbed molecules depends on the how hydrocarbon chain is 

tiled. The long alkyl chains may be involved in intermolecular interactions, 

mainly van der Waals in nature, enhancing the molecular organization of the 

adsorbed phase and inducing a high packing density. 
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Actually, the mechanism of formation of fatty acid SAMs could thus resemble 

the one described for alkane thiols, broadly reported in the literature [73-76]. 

Different stage of film formation depends on variation of the concentration or 

adsorption time (Figure 1.15B). When the surface is saturated, it means that 

molecules are in the highest possible packing. The thickness and orientation of 

the film depends on the origin, especially level of unsaturation, of the alkyl 

chain. It is in keeping with the extended zig-zag molecular length for trans 

saturated ones.  

Orientation of the molecules could be perpendicular or parallel to the surface 

normal. 

 

1.4.3 Modification of surface properties 

Lipids, as amphiphilic molecules, may adsorb on a variety of solid surfaces and 

could organize on the surface in different ways. Ability to manipulate both 

head and tail groups of entire molecules let to create an excellent  system for 

fundamental understanding of phenomena affected by competing 

intermolecular, molecular-substrates, molecule-solvent interactions like 

ordering and growth, wetting, adhesion, lubrication and corrosion [12]. 

Phospholipids films on solid substrate is particularly attractive for biomimetic 

systems, which could be used for biological membranes [77], biosensors [78]. 

 

a)  Water repellency 

Wettability is an important feature of the surface. Nowadays, 

superhydrophobic surfaces have attracted a big interest for the self-cleaning 

properties [69], which principal is known in many biological surfaces [79, 80].  
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Smooth surface Rough surface

 

Figure 1.16. On smooth surfaces (left) the particles are mainly redistributed by 

water, they adhere to the droplets surface; and on rough surfaces (right) are removed 

from the leaves when the droplets roll off [79] 

 

Wettability depends on two factors i) the surface energy (chemical 

composition) and ii) the roughness of the surface. The influence of rough 

surface is presented in Figure 1.16. 

Fatty acids, especially saturated ones, have a flexible hydrocarbon chain 

which, if adsorbed on the surface with trans configuration, extend into a long 

zig-zag. This alkyl chain creates hydrophobic feature. So the adsorption of 

long fatty acids on rough surfaces such as nanorods or nanowire of ZnO, 

creates superhydrophobic surfaces, which are stable in environmental storage 

[81-83]. By combining both factors to reach repellent surface, before chemical 

adsorption of stearic acid, alumina was modified by creating rough boehmite 

surface coated with polyehtyleneimine (PEI) [24, 84].   

Water or other solvent contact angle with the surface is the main characteristic 

for evaluation of this phenomenon and it is defined by Young’s equation (see 

chapter 2, section 2.3.5) 
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b) Lubricating effect 

Fatty acids are widely used as friction modifiers in fuels and lubricating oils as 

lubricating additives. Purified crude tall oil, which is a byproduct in paper 

making, is a mixture of unsaturated fatty acids among other components. These 

mixtures are currently used as renewable and environmentally friendly 

additives in diesel fuels [85]. Organized films of fatty acids on the surface 

reduce friction coefficients, because they, as surfactant molecules adsorb from 

the solution onto polar, metal surfaces by forming single monolayers or semi-

ordered, viscous layers which are sufficient to limit or prevent metal-metal 

adhesion and thus friction and rubbing contacts [86]. 

Carboxylic acid systems on iron demonstrated good lubricity on the friction 

surfaces, whereas alcohol, amine and ester systems showed poorer lubricity 

[87]. Different techniques could be used to evaluate the stability and effect of 

boundary lubricant. Combination of the measurements of ball-on-plate type 

sliding friction tester and from a two-dimensional elastic modulus showed that 

the frictional properties of the ultrathin film depends on the film strength [88]. 

Scanning force microscope (SFM) probes not only surface topography, but 

also measures friction forces, both allow to compare tribological properties of 

different areas of monomolecular films [89]. Ultrathin (till 1nm and higher) 

film interferometry is measuring the boundary film-forming behavior of long 

chain carboxylic acid [86]. Friction force microscopy could measure the effects 

of adhesion, contact area, pressure on the lubricating properties of self-

assembly monolayers on metallic substrate [90]. The frictional properties of 

the dry monolayers also could be recorded by atomic force microscope (lateral 

mode) and by nanotribometer [51]. 

Friction measurements on steel after adsorption of saturated and unsaturated 

fatty acids also showed that increasing degree of unsaturation friction 

coefficient and critical shear stress also increased, showing not so close-packed 

system as in stearic acid case [90]. 

Tribological behavior was different for SA and LA adsorbed on steel surface, 

where for LA interactions with iron surface yield a low friction carboxylate 
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soap film because of the high density of the double bond region of the 

backbone [51]. 

 

c) Biomimetic surfaces 

Phospholipids are natural amphipatic molecules which are able to self-

assemble both in bulk and at interfaces, leading to the formation of wide ranges 

of ordered structures [91, 92]. These molecules had, indeed, been extensively 

used in the design of biomimetic systems in applications related to biomaterials 

and biosensors [4].  

For example, protein adsorption on the hydrophilic head groups of these 

amphiphilic molecules could be used as a model to study protein membrane 

interactions. Surfaces with hydrophobic alkyl chains have a high significance 

in bioseparations and intravenous drug delivery systems in which proteins can 

be incorporated in micelles and liposomes [93]. 

There can be done various manipulations between hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic features depending on desired nature of substrates or final goal of 

applications. For example, Lazzara et al modified the surface of the anodic 

aluminum oxide using silanization procedure by creating hydrophobic 

character, then by the mean of unilamellar vesicles phospholipid monolayer 

was created and finally mobile lipid phase could be functionalized with mobile 

receptors for proteins in solution [94]. 

 

Protein exposureVesicle exposure

Bilayer formation

 

Figure 1.17.  Possible scheme of biomimetic surface [71] 
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Figure 1.17 demonstrates one of the possibilities for biomimetic surfaces, 

where phospholipids are adsorbed on neorganic susbtrate by leaving 

hydrophilic head groups on top, for further interactions of proteins or other 

biomolecules. 

Phospholipids, especially the ones which have zwitterionic and ionic head 

groups, also act as excellent capping agents for the synthesis of noble metal 

nanoparticles [95-97]. 

 

1.4.4 Mechanism of self-assembly of fatty acids 

The mechanism of self-assembly of fatty acids on solid surfaces has been 

broadly described in literature. It results essentially in the contribution of the 

main interactions: 

i) molecule–surface binding; 

ii) intermolecular interactions between alkyl chains; 

Both mechanisms are greatly influenced by the nature of substrates and the 

intrinsic properties of molecules. The parameters related to the adsorption 

procedure and the environmental conditions also highly impact the 

organization and stability of the film.   

The behavior of adsorption of FA (varying the concentrations from 0.001 

to10mM) on the metallic surfaces can be explained by different factors, as 

described below. 

 

1.4.4.1 Influence of FA properties 

It appears that FA properties such as chain length and level of unsaturation 

influence only the interactions between alkyl chain molecules. 

 

a) Effect of chain length 

The tendency of saturated FA to form organized monolayers on the flat 

substrates increases by increasing the length of aliphatic chain. A process of 

self-organization may occur due to the intermolecular (van der Waals) 

interactions between the hydrophobic aliphatic chains of the molecules, and 
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may contribute to their alignment. The acids with chain lengths of C12 or 

longer are at or near bulk packing density [21, 98]. FTIR spectra intensity of C-

H bands after C10, C12, C16 adsorption on stainless steel increased as the 

number of carbons in the hydrocarbon chain increased, and for C10 showed 

conformational disorder [99]. According to ellipsometric measurements, the 

thickness of the adsorbed film corresponds to the extended zig-zag molecular 

length  increased with the length of the alkyl chain [15, 19]. This trend was 

also observed on nanostructured surfaces. For example, after modification of 

porous alumina membranes with C8 and C18 fatty acids, contact angle and 

infrared results demonstrated that long fatty acid created more hydrophobic 

and more ordered surface [100].  For creating superhydrophobic features of 

ZnO nanowire array, chemical modification by various fatty acids (C6, C8, C10 

and C12) were performed and they did not exhibit sufficiently low surface 

energy to prevent penetration by water as stearic acid (C18) [83]. 

b) Effect of level of unsaturation 

In addition to the chain length or surface properties, it is important to evaluate 

the effect of unsaturation. Due to double bonds, conformational features, they 

would not demonstrate exactly the same behavior and stability as saturated FA. 

Badre et all compared saturated fatty acid (stearic) and two unsaturated fatty 

acids (elaidic and oleic) which were adsorbed on zinc oxide. By combing 

results of WCA and PM-IRRAS, the conclusions were made that aliphatic 

chains of the SA were packed and very well ordered whereas such structures 

were not so well expressed with the two unsaturated acids, by contrast oleic 

acid (cis configuration) presented less flexible alkyl chain than elaidic acid 

(trans configuration) [81]. By comparing the adsorption of three unsaturated 

fatty acids (oleic, linoleic and linolenic) the authors concluded that the 

chemisorbed amount was not influence by the alkyl chain of the fatty acid but 

was dependent on the interactions between the carboxylic headgroup and the 

surface, however physisorbed amount increased with increasing unsaturation 

of fatty acids [85].  
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1.4.4.2 Influence of solvent 

The choice of solvent also affects the formation and stability of lipid layer.  

Such factors as polarity, the chemical structure of the solvent, also the 

solubility of corresponding fatty acid in this solvent, influence the quality of 

the final result. 

The adsorption of stearic acid on the surfaces was performed from solutions in 

ethanol or hexane, however the stearic acid films formed from both solutions 

were spectroscopically identical [101]. 

Taylor and Schwarts performed the adsorption octadecanoic acid in different 

solvents including hexadecane, hexane, ethanol, THF and acetone [20]. 

Hexadecane was the most suitable, as others left the surface wetted and always 

resulted in film dissolution. 

In another study the adsorption of stearic acid on alumina was done from three 

different solvents, hexadecane, ethanol and toluene [102]. It appeared that in 

ethanol SA adsorbed weakly and required longer time of adsorption if to 

compare in another solvents. Water contact angle was the highest after SA 

adsorption from hexadecane and toluene. After exposure in air, hydrophobic 

species was retained on the surface from hexadecane or a contaminant, so for 

further experiments the authors chose toluene. 

To investigate the effect of solvent in the organization of linear alkanes on 

solid surface, Lundgren et al. have used were n-hexadecane and its highly 

branched isomer viz., 2.2.4.4.6.8.8-heptamethylnonane to absorb fatty acids on 

steel. The authors demonstrated that there was only a slight difference [85]. 

 

1.4.4.3 Influence of adsorption procedure 

The most common method for the formation of FA layer on solid surfaces is 

“spontaneous adsorption” from solution (as described previously in section 

1.4.3.c). This procedure is simple to perform and does not need many 

adjustments. FA layer could also be deposited from the gas-phase. As high 

vacuum is needed, it is a complicated and expensive procedure. But there are 

no residues of the solvent or other contamination. 
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The differences between gas-phase and solution-phase layers could arise from 

three major possibilities: lower surface coverage, higher cant of the head group 

or combination of both. That is why gas-phase was consistent with more 

densely packed array of alkyl chains than for the solution [103, 104].  

 

1.4.4.4 Influence of surface properties 

Carboxylate ions could coordinate with metallic surfaces in several ways, 

depending on the nature of metal: crystalline, oxide, hydroxide, alloy and etc, 

by bidentate or monodentate binding (Figure 1.18). 

 

 

Figure 1.18. Scheme of adsorption of stearic acid on smooth Ag surface and Al2O3 

[101] 

 

The chemical composition of the substrates seems to play a pivotal role in the 

formation of adsorbed films [105]. The binding strength of the FA to glass 

substrates is lower than those to aluminum substrates. By using IR analyses, 

the COO
-
 bands were observed after adsorption on Al2O3 substrate, while on 

glass the free acid C=O stretch band was clearly observed. This may indicate 

that metal ions on the surface caused deprotonation [15]. Carboxylate 

formation could indeed occur by reaction of the acid at surface hydroxyls with 

release of water and/or reaction at Al-O lattice bonds with the formation of a 

surface hydroxyl [22, 106]. 

Also the structure of adsorbed film depends on the metal substrate.  Tao 

compared three different FA/metal systems, where in all cases FA were linked 
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with the surface through carboxylate ion [19]. The silver provided a unique 

binding in a highly ordered array, even for very short chains. On the surface of 

copper and aluminum, oleophobic monolayer can be formed for acids C10 and 

longer but FA/Cu system was more ordered than FA/Al system. Other authors 

also claimed that the carboxylic acid group dissociativelly chemisorbed at Ag 

surface by carboxylate species with a specific orientation [103, 107, 108]. 

Conversely, Thompson and Pemberton claimed that on Al2O3 stearic acid 

adsorbed on the surface through a single oxygen, while on Ag surface – 

through carboxylate, which could reduce van der Waals interactions of the 

alkyl chains and create less ordered film [101]. After adsorption of different 

length of fatty acids on silver and copper on gold (prepared by underpotential 

deposition), in all cases IRAS spectra showed carboxylate ion, however Au/Cu 

suggested less ionic characteristic than on bulk copper oxide [98]. 

Alkanoic acids weakly adsorb with native oxide surface of aluminum, so not 

only hydroxylation treatment could be done, but also the reaction with metal 

alkoxide, which changes the surface functionality for stronger interaction 

through carboxylate ions of alkencarboxylic acids [104].  

The roughness of the Al6111 alloy surface (magnesium alloy) is 50-100 times 

larger than a typical evaporated metal oxide surface; anyway adsorption of 

stearic acid could change the nature of the active-passive transition of this alloy 

[109].  

Hydrotherminally prepared pseudoboehmite was utilized as a model aluminum 

oxide/hydroxide surface, because of the very low surface carbon concentration 

and the similarity of the surface chemistry to that of air-formed films after 

ambient storage, where fatty acids adsorbed through carboxylate ion [110]. 

Van den Brand et al. compared myristic acid (C14) adsorption on the differently 

prepared aluminum substrates: dehydroxylated, vacuum evaporated, acid 

pretreated, alkaline pretreated, pseudoboehmite; in all cases fatty acids interact 

with the surfaces through carboxylate ion [111]. However, in the other work, 

stearic acids bound to sapphire (single-crystal C plane aluminum oxide) 

surfaces via a bidentate interaction of carboxylate, while it bound to alumina 
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surfaces via both bidentate and monodentate interactions [18]. It is also known 

that aluminum oxide adsorbs contaminants from the ambient air, in parallel 

with other active surfaces [106]. 

On signal crystal sapphire (α-Al2O3) substrates, octadecanoic acid forms 

monolayer with a reactivity that strongly depended on the preparation steps of 

the substrates [20]. On stainless steel surfaces, the adsorption of FA led to two 

different scenarios: monodentate and bidentate bindings, according to the 

authors [51, 99]. However, in another study,  only the bidentate bonding was 

evidenced  using long-chain carboxylic acids with different terminal groups 

[112]. On ZnO and saturated and unsaturated acids adsorbed through 

carboxylate ion [81, 82]. 

The investigations of adsorption on FA on metallic surface are summarized in 

Table 1.3. 

 

Table 1.3. FA adsorption on metallic surfaces 

Substrate Fatty acid Solvents References 

Al 
 
Al2O3 

 
Hydroxylated Al 
Al(treated)* 
Al alloy 
Porous 
membranes 

C6:0-C22:0, C18 :1 
 
C6:0-C22:0 
 
C8:0, C14:0 

C14:0 

C18:0 

C8:0, C18:0 

hexadecane, ethanol, 
toluene, BCH 
hexadecane, ethanol, 
toluene, chloroform 
chloroform, gas 
phase 
chloroform 
ethanol 
hexadecane 

[17, 102] 
 
[9, 15, 18-22, 101, 
106, 111] 
[104, 111] 
[111] 
[109] 
[100] 

Cu C4:0-C22:0 hexadecane, 
nitrobenzene 

[19, 98, 113] 

Cd C18:2 Dodecane [114] 

Ag C3:0-C20:0, C22:0 hexadecane 
hexane 
gas phase 

[19, 98, 101, 103, 
107, 108] 

Zn C6:0-C18:0 ; C18:1 Ethanol [81-83] 

Steel C18:0, C18:1, C18:2, C18:3 
 

dodecane, 
hexadecane, 
2,2,4,4,6,8,8-
heptamethylnonane, 
nitrobenzene 

[85, 90, 113, 114] 

SS C8:0-C14:0, C16:0, C18:0, 
C18:2 
 

ACN, THF 
 

[51, 99, 112] 

Ge, ZnSe C20:0, C22:0 bicyclohexyl [105] 

Bronze C18:2 Dodecane [114] 

*After polishing Al was pretreated by i) acid, ii) alkaline, iii) heated in air at 275°C for 24h. 
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1.4.5 Stability of adsorbed FA 

 

a) Stability in solvent 

Usually, after the adsorption procedure and before surface characterization, 

samples are rinsed with pure solvent to remove the excess of non-adsorbed 

molecules. Accordingly it is important to examine the effect of this rinsing step 

and even further immersion in solvent (long time immersion) on the stability of 

the adsorbed phase. According Samant et al., chloroform removes self-

assembled film made with C22 on Ag surface after rinsing [17, 108]. On signal 

crystal sapphire (α-Al2O3), the rinsing in different solvents led also to a 

significant removal of an octadecanoic acid layer [20], while the latter remain 

stable on native aluminum substrate upon rinsing in hexane, pentane, isooctane 

and ethanol [21, 22, 101]. This discrepancy in the stability of adsorbed FA 

layers at different aluminum oxide surfaces showed that the strength of RCOO
-

-Al
3+

 bonding depended on surface preparation [20]. Furthermore, additional 

rinsing and sonification in THF or ethanol also did not remove adsorbed long 

chain carboxylic acid with different terminal groups on SS [112].  

 

b) Stability in air 

Air contains a variety of reactive components such as oxygen, water, which 

could enhance additional but not desirable reactions on the films of FA ion 

metallic surfaces. 

However, after 1 to 7 days of exposure to ambient temperatures, no changes 

were noticeable on IR spectra of adsorbed C10, C12, C16 on stainless steel. This 

may indicate that the films are stable under these conditions [99]. 

 

c) Stability in aqueous solutions 

The stability of fatty acids modified alumina membrane was checked by 

immersing the sample in different modifications of phosphate buffer (pH=7.4) 

solutions [100]. The formed alkyl chain was unstable in aqueous solutions. The 
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presence of both NaCl and methanol in the solution provided the most stable 

condition for immobilized alkyl groups. 

Differently treated aluminum surfaces with adsorbed C14 after incubation in 

water showed similar behavior. Independently of surfaces, fatty acid was found 

to completely desorbed, presumably chemisorbed carboxylate become replaced 

by water molecules [111]. Desorption of stearic acid after incubation in water 

during  240min reduced the surface coverage, but the alkyl chain packing order 

within the remaining islands was maintained [18].  

The stability of stearic acid modified ZnO surface was evaluated by varying 

different pH from 1.8 to 12.6, in all cases the contact angle was unchanged and 

prepared surface remained surperhydrophobic [82]. The tested long chain 

carboxylic acid with different terminal groups formed well-ordered monolayers 

on SS, as after additional rinsing in water the molecules were still strongly 

bound to the surface[112] 

 

d) Stability under UV/O3 treatment and heating 

The photodecomposition process was investigated with contact angle 

measurements with SA-modified ZnO nanowire showing the decrease 

hydrophobicity of the surface by increasing time of UV radiation [83], where 

free radicals abstract hydrogen from alkyl chains and then produce alkyl 

radicals, which further react to form alkoxy radicals, which generate further 

reactive carbonyl through oxidation. These carbonyl groups dissociate through 

photodecomposition (in presence of UV) or attacking by radicals with the loss 

of carbon, and therefore reduce the carbon chain length of fatty acids [83] 

The stability of stearic acid modified ZnO surface was checked at the elevated 

temperature 90-250ºC for 24h, and contact angle results, which were measured 

at room temperature after these treatments, demonstrated that the temperature 

had no effect on the wettability [82]. 
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1.4.6 Particularity of aluminum substrates 

The self-assembly of FA on Al substrates has attracted a particular interest due 

to the relevance of the Al oxides/hydroxides chemistry from a fundamental 

point of view, also because of the importance of this material in many 

technological applications. 

The main techniques used for the characterization of FA layer on Al are listed 

in Table 1.4. 

 

Table 1.4. Techniques used for the characterization of adsorbed FA films on various 

Al substrates 

Techniques Ref. 

Infrared spetroscopy [15, 17-22, 100, 102, 
104, 106, 111] 

Ellipsometry [15, 17, 19, 21, 106] 

Contact angle [15, 18-21, 100, 102] 

Atomic force 
microscopy 

[18, 20] 

Raman [101] 

XPS [18, 21, 106] 

others [9, 18, 21, 100, 104, 109] 

 

The most used technique is infrared spectroscopy, because it may evidence the 

group by which FA interact with the surface and may provide information 

regarding the pack density of layers and orientation of molecule. However 

most of investigations were carried out on flat “smooth” surfaces. As 

mentioned in previous section, the fatty acids adsorbed with the substrate 

through their carboxylate group, at around 1580 cm
-1

 and 1470 cm
-1

, for 

asymmetric and symmetric COO
-
 modes. However, for the rough AlOOH 

surface, values were at 1574cm
-1

 and 1411 cm
-1

 and for alkaline treated Al at 

1591 cm
-1

 and 1417cm
-1

, respectively. 

On flat surfaces, it is possible to deduce the orientation of the molecules with 

the respect of the surface plane. That is why, for AlOOH, the information on 

the orientation cannot be derived, because of its roughness, and infrared 

spectrum is a statistical average of the different orientation of the molecules 

with the respect to the metallic surface plane [111].  
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The band assignment of asymmetric and symmetric stretching modes of 

methylene groups with the values similar for bulk solutions at around 2920 cm
-

1
 and 2850 cm

-1
, respectively, showed the densily packed monolayers with the 

evidence of ellipsometry measurements.  

Only several works described the changes of the flat surface morphology after 

adsorption of fatty acids using AFM (Table 1.4). 

To conclude, it is obvious, that many investigations of the formation of FA 

layers were done on flat substrates. However we lack information about the 

interfacial process between these molecules and the rough surface with the 

deep analysis of not only chemical behavior, but also observations of the 

surface morphology and its wettability properties. For this reason, in this study 

fatty acid adsorption on hydroxylated Al substrate were investigated by using 

PM-IRRAS, AFM and WCA (section 2.3). 

 

1.4.7 Mechanism of self-assembly of phospholipids 

The adsorption of phospholipids on solid surface has been broadly reported in 

the literature, particularly in the context of supported bilayers. In the adsorbed 

state, phospholipid may form ordered layers at the nanoscale, by tuning 

parameters related to the substrate (surface wettability, charge, morphology, 

etc), the medium (temperature, ionic strength, etc) and the adsorption 

procedure. Regarding the latter parameter, the most common procedures used 

are: (i) Langmuir-Blogdett technique and (ii) the spreading of unilamellar 

vesicle of phospholipid (see section 1.4.1 a-b). 

Hui et al. investigated the influence of different head groups of phospholipid 

on hydrophilic mica surface: phosphatidylcholine (DSPC) or 

phoasphatidylethanolamine (DPPE and DLPE) and level of unsaturattion of the 

linked fatty acids for the last two ones [66].  

Adsorption and desorption of unilamellar vesicles of phospholipid containing 

PC head group on a Au(111) electrode surface were very profoundly analyzed 

by Bin et all using PM-IRRAS and electrochemical measurements [115]. They 

proved that adsorbed state of the film allows the maximum contact of the polar 
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head group and specifically the phosphate group with the metal. This 

transformation causes the chains to tilt and the heads to be less densely packed 

(Figure 1.19). 

 

Desorbed film Adsorbed film
 

Figure 1.19.  Scheme of orientation of the DMPC molecule in the bilayer at negative 

potentials (desorbed film) and positive potentials (adsorbed film) [115] 

 

The nature of the substrate also strongly influences the properties of the 

phospholipid layers. In particular, hydrophobic surfaces seems to insure more 

stability to the system, as observed in previous studies, by means of surface 

modification using alcane thiols [116-119] or silanes [93, 94, 120].  

Monolayers of arachidic acid and DPPC were transferred onto hydrophobic 

OTS (octadecyltrichlorsilane) covered silica slides, where molecules 

physisorbed with their tails groups [93]. They explained that the strength and 

rigidity of the packing in self-assembly monolayers depend mainly on van der 

Waals attraction between the alkyl chains together with some geometric 

considerations, such as the size of the polar head groups. The larger size of the 

DPPC head group (phosphatidylcholine) will geometrically obstruct a close 

packing of DPPC tails, while the zwitternrionic DPPC head groups are 

expected to pack tightly, forming lattice network in which the head groups are 
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conformationally constrained due to the ionic interactions with the nearest 

neighbors. 

Hereby using these techniques, many parameters have to be controlled, 

including the composition of lipid solution, concentrations of salt, pH, 

temperature, vesicle size, washing procedure, etc. [121].  

Other procedures of adsorption have been also reported, such as spin-coating 

[122-125], dip-coating [126] or drop deposition/spreading of diluted lipid in 

organic solvent [122, 126, 127] or by other film deposition methods [128].  

By combining chosen solvent, substrate and optimized concentration, desired 

number of layers could be formed using this simple procedure from organic 

solvents. 

While, in the majority of studies, the adsorption of phospholipids has been 

performed on flat planar surfaces, investigations on nanostructured surfaces 

remains, however, poorly documented. Some authors have used nanoporous 

alumina membranes to form supported biomembranes made with 

phospholipids by means of vesicle fusion method [3]. Other authors have 

investigated the effect of surface roughness on the formation of phospholipid 

layer [127, 129], where one bilayer essentially smooth out the substrate.   

In this study, Al surface with nanoscale roughness prior to and after 

modification with SA was used for adsorption of phospholipid to examing the 

effect of surface hydrophobicity. Adsorption, the stability of adsorbed layers 

and the surface wettability kinetics were analyzed with PM-IRRAS, XPS and 

WCA techniques (section 2.3). 
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
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2.1 Materials 

All lipids were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (France).   

The chemical formula of fatty acids (FA): stearic acid (SA) ensured ≥ 98.5% 

minimum purity, and oleic acid (OA), linoleic acid (LA),  caprylic acid (CA) 

and methyl oleate (MO) - 99.99%, lauric acid (LrA) - ≥ 98%, butyric acid 

(BA) - ≥ 99% are shown in Figure 2.1, and phospholipid, 

dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) (≥ 99%), - in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.1. Molecular structure of butyric acid (BA), lauric acid (LrA), stearic acid 

(SA), oleic acid (OA), linoleic acid (LA) and methyl oleate (MO) 
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Figure 2.2. The chemical structure of phospholipid 

dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) 

 

Heptane (for HPLC, ≥99%) and chloroform were also purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (France). 

All aqueous solutions were prepared in ultra pure water. NaCl, purity 99.5 %, 

(concentration 0.6 mM), H2O2 30% (10 mM), phosphate buffered saline. 

 

2.2 Procedures 

 

2.2.1 Hydroxylation of aluminum 

Polycrystalline Al (specimens of ~1 cm
2
 surface area cut from a 2-mm thick 

plate, Al 99.95%; Si 0.05%, Goodfellow, France) were used for this study. The 

samples were mechanically polished with SiC papers of 600 and 1200 grain 

size (both sides) followed by fine polishing with successive 6, 3 and 1 μm 

diamond suspensions (Struers, France). The samples were rinsed in binary 

mixtures of ultrapure water/ethanol (50%/50%) in a sonicating bath (70 W, 40 

kHz, Branson, USA), and dried under nitrogen gas flow. For hydroxylation, 

samples were placed in boiling water for 2 min, immediately after surface 

preparation, then rinsed in ultrapure water and dried under nitrogen gas flow. 
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2.2.2 Adsorption of FA, MO 

Solutions of FA and MO were prepared in heptane at concentration 10 mM. 

The adsorption procedure consists in immersing the hydroxylated Al samples 

in these solutions placed on a stirring table, ensuring a reproducible process, at 

incubation time varying from 1 h. For rinsing, samples were immediately 

immersed in a solution of heptane for 5 min, keeping the same stirring 

procedure that to remove physisorbed molecules, and finally dried under 

nitrogen gas flow. 

 

2.2.3 Conditioning 

To check the stability of adsorbed FA layers, the samples were placed in a 

Petri dish and incubated for 24 h at room temperature in the following media: 

air, ultrapure water (MilliQ, Millipore, France), sodium chloride (NaCl, 0.6 

mM), phosphate buffer saline (pH ~ 7.4) and hydrogen peroxide solution 

(H2O2, 10 mM). Tris-HCl buffer solution, (pH ~ 7.4; ~ 9.4) and carbonate 

buffer (pH ~ 9.4).  

Fot the stability of adsorbed DPPC layers, the samples were incubated for 2h in 

Tris-HCl buffer solution, (pH ~ 7.4). 

 

2.2.4 UV/O3 treatment 

After the adsorption of FA, Al samples were placed in the UV/O3 procleaner
TM

 

(Bioforce Nanosciences, USA) and treated for a duration varying from 1 to 30 

min. To operate the UV/O3 treatment, a high intensity mercury vapor lamp 

generated emission in the UV spectrum range: the emission range includes 

wavelengths at 185 nm which convert atmospheric oxygen into reactive ozone, 

the latter being able to attack molecular fragments and create volatile organics, 

and at 254 nm which may lead to the cleavage of chemical bonds of organic 

molecules on the surface.   
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2.2.5 Adsorption of DPPC 

DPPC was adsorbed on two kinds of surfaces: hydroxylated Al surface before 

and after modification with stearic acid. The preparation of samples and 

adsorption procedure for SA were described in 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. 

For DPPC adsorption on the surfaces, two different procedures were done 

(0.007 mg/ml till 10 mg/ml): 

I - 20µl drop of prepared lipid solution in chloroform was directly placed on 

the AlOOH or modified SA-AlOOH surfaces; 

II - 40µl of solution was spread on the sample and rotated at 3000 rpm for 40 

using spin-coater (Laurell technologies corporation, WS-650Mz-23NPP).  

For both procedures, before further analysis, the samples with covered surfaces 

were left in vacuum for 2h. 

 

2.3 Techniques  

 

2.3.1 Polarization modulation infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy  

Infrared spectroscopy is a technique for non-destructive physico-chemical 

analysis that allows access to molecular information, the chemical nature and 

even the conformational and structural organization of analyzed materials. This 

technique is based on the change in vibrational state of molecules subjected to 

infrared radiation. 

 

2.3.1.1 Principle 

Polarization modulation infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (PM-

IRRAS) is often used for the characterization of floating monolayers [130] or 

thin films on metal substrates [44, 81, 102].  This method utilizes the 

differences in reflectivity of interfaces for p-polarized (parallel to surface) and 

s-polarized (peripendicular to the surface) light. A differential reflectance 

spectrum  (R/ R
0 

) of adsorbed surface species  is computed as follow (2.1):  

 

R/ R
0 
= (Rp - Rs)/ (Rp + Rs),  (2.1) 
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where, Rp is the intensity of p-polarized component of radiation, and Rs is the 

intensity of s-polarized component radiation. 

Because of this polarization modulation, the disturbing atmospheric 

absorptions, mostly caused by water vapor and CO2, are eliminated. The 

ultrathin layers on metal surfaces interact with the p-polarized fraction of light, 

but not with the s-polarized one, which is zero by the same film. 

The principle of PM-IRRAS is widely described in the literature [131, 132]. 

An infrared light beam is directed to an off-axis parabolic mirror with the long 

focal length. The light is focused onto the sample surface at an effective 

incident grazing angle around  80
o
. Prior to the sample, the light beam passes 

through a wire grid polarizer which transmits beam at an angle 45° to the 

photo-elastic modulator . PEM is an optical device (ZnSe) which modulates the 

polarization state of the input light beam at a fixed frequency (usually 37 or 50 

kHz). After the sample, the beam is collected with the infrared lens and 

focused onto the detector element (Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.3. Scheme of PM-IRRAS 

 

2.3.1.2 Experimental conditions 

PM-IRRAS spectra were recorded on a commercial Thermo-Scientific 

(France) Nexus spectrometer. The external beam was focused on the sample 

with a mirror, at an optimal incident angle of 80°. A ZnSe grid polarizer and a 

ZnSe photoelastic modulator, modulating the incident beam between p- and s-
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polarizations (HINDS Instruments, PEM 90, modulation frequency = 37 kHz), 

were placed prior to the sample. The light reflected at the sample was then 

focused onto a nitrogen-cooled MCT detector. All presented spectra were 

obtained from the sum of 128 scans recorded with 8 cm
−1

 resolution.  

 

2.3.2 Attenuated total reflection infrared spectroscopy  

Attenuated total reflection infrared spectroscopy is often used for analysis of 

the surface of materials. For the bulk material no sample preparation was 

required.  

 

2.3.2.1 Principle 

Here the infrared radiation is passed through an infrared transmitting crystal 

with the high refractive index, allowing the radiation to reflect within the ATR 

element several times and back from the crystal into the normal beam path of 

the spectrometer (Figure 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4. Scheme of the ATR principle 

 

2.3.2.2 Experimental conditions 

ATR-IR analyses were performed on solution of oleic acid, linoleic acid and 

methyl oleate, prepared in heptanes at a concentration of 10 mM. One milliliter 

of each solution was deposited on the ATR ZnSe crystal, and spectra were 

obtained by the sum of 256 scans at 8 cm
-1

 resolution using a pure solution of 
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heptanes as a reference. All analyses were performed with a Nicolet 5700 FT-

IR spectrometer equipped with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled MCT detector. 

 

2.3.3 Water contact angle 

 

2.3.3.1 Principle 

Wetting refers to the study of how the liquid deposited on a sodid (or liquid) 

substrate speards out [133]. When two interfaces meet, the junction forms a 

curve known as contact line. The angle that these two interfaces make with 

each other is called the contact angle. According classical Young‘s equation of 

capillarity (1805), there are three interfaces: the solid-liquid (sl), the liquid-

vapor (lv) and the solid-vapor (sv), three surface tensions or energies γsl, γlv, γsv 

and an intrinsic contact angle θ (2.2):  

 

cosθ = (γsv -γsl )/γlv    (2.2) 

 

Formation of a thin liquid layer (so called complete wetting) occurs when the 

liquid wets the surface and has strong affinity to the surface, here contact angle 

is zero. It also means that the surface is very hydrophilic. Partial wetting occurs 

when the drop does not spread completely where the surface is hydrophilic 

(θ<90°), and  for hydrophobic surfaces (θ>90°) so called non-wetting [134] 

(Figure 2.5). 

 

 

Figure 2.5.  Demonstration of different water contact angles on smooth surface 

(adapted from [134]) 
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If the surface of a substrate is rough, then the actual surface area is greater than 

the plan surface area and thus for a given drop volume, the total liquid–solid 

interaction is greater on the rough surface than on a flat surface [135]. If the 

smooth material gives a contact angle greater than 90°, the presence of surface 

roughness increases this angle still further, but if θ is less than 90°, the surface 

roughness decreases the angle (Figure 2.6). 
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Figure 2.6. Controlling the wettability of the substrate through its roughness [133] 

 

The most known models to characterize liquid contact angle with the rough 

surface are Wenzel and Cassie [136]. Wenzel (1936) modified Young‘s 

equation by adding roughness factor r. 

 

 cosθ‘ = r (γsv -γsl )/γlv = r cosθ   (2.3) 

 

Cassie (1944) evaluates area fraction f of solid surface and then this equation 

describes the contact angle θ at a surface composed of solid and air. 

 

cosθ‘ = fcosθ +(1-f)cos 180°= f cosθ+f-1  (2.4) 
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2.3.3.2 Experimental conditions 

Static water contact angles were measured at room temperature using the 

sessile drop method and image analysis of the drop profile. The apparatus 

(Krüss, Germany) is equipped with CCD camera and an image analysis 

processor. The water (Milli-Q) droplet volume was 1 µL and the contact angle 

was measured at once after the drop was deposited on the sample surface. For 

each sample, the reported value is the average of the results obtained with 4 

droplets. 

 

2.3.4 Atomic force microscopy 

It has been over two decades since the invention of AFM [137], and in the last 

10 years, was seen the development of AFM in probing interfaces with 

biological interest, including live cells [138], biomembranes [139] and 

adsorbed biomolecules on solid surfaces [66, 140]. This technique, originally 

developed for topographic imaging, now enables researchers to reveal physical 

and chemical properties, to manipulate individual molecules and to measure 

interfacial phenomena.  

 

2.3.4.1 Principle  

In this technique, three-dimensional images are reconstructed by scanning a 

sharp tip (attaches at the end of a soft cantilever) over the sample surface while 

sensing the interaction force between the tip and the surface (Figure 2.7A). The 

sample (or the cantilever, depending of the system) is mounted on a 

piezoelectric scanner which ensures three-dimensional positioning with high 

accuracy. While the tip (or sample) is being scanned in the (x, y) directions, the 

force acting between tip and sample is monitored with piconewton (pN) 

sensitivity. This force is measured by the deflection of a flexible cantilever 

which is detected by a laser beam focused at the end of the cantilever and 

detected using a multi-segmented photodiode. The deflection signal is digitally 

processed to reconstruct, line by line, a topographic image of the sample. 

Different imaging modes are available, which differ mainly in the way the tip 
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is moving over the sample: non-contact mode, contact mode and tapping mode. 

Among them, the contact mode and the intermittent mode, commonly called 

tapping mode are the most widely used [141].  

 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7. A) Scheme of AFM operation, B) silicon nitride tips verified with 

scanning electron microscopy 

 

In this study, images were recorded using a new imaging mode called peak 

force tapping [142, 143]. In this mode the probe and sample surface are 

intermittently brought in contact for a short period, as in the tapping mode, 

thus eliminating lateral forces. Unlike the tapping mode, in which the feedback 

loop keeps the cantilever vibration amplitude constant, peak force tapping 

controls the maximum force (peak force) applied by the tip. Furthermore, the 

z-piezo, modulated far below the cantilever resonance frequency, performs 

very fast approach-retracting curves at each pixel of the image. The peak 

interaction forces obtained are used as the imaging feedback signal, allowing 

the applied force to be lower than in the normal tapping mode. This mode 

allows nanoscale details of the surface to be acquired with high resolution. 
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2.3.4.2 Experimental conditions 

AFM images were recorded using a commercial AFM (NanoScope VIII 

MultiMode AFM, Bruker Nano Inc- Nano Surfaces Division, Santa Barbara, 

CA.) equipped with a 150 × 150 × 5 μm scanner (J-scanner). The substrates 

were fixed on a steel sample puck using a small piece of adhesive tape. Images 

were recorded in air at room temperature (~22°C). AFM experiments were 

performed using Peak Force Tapping (PFT) mode, recently developed [30]. In 

this mode, the z-piezo is modulated far below the cantilever resonance 

frequency (2 kHz), with amplitude around 120 nm, to perform very fast 

approaching-retracting curves at each pixels of the image. Oxide-sharpened 

microfabricated Si3N4 cantilevers were used (Bruker Nano Inc- Nano Surfaces 

Division, Santa Barbara, CA.). The spring constants of the cantilevers were 

measured using the thermal noise method, yielding values around 0.5 N/m. The 

curvature radius of silicon nitride tips was about 3 nm, as specified by the 

manufacturer and verified with scanning electron microscopy (Figure 2.7B).  

All topographic images shown in this dissertation were flattened using a third-

order polynomial to correct surface tilt and eliminate bow effects. 

 

2.3.5  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy has indeed become a technique of major 

importance in the field of material science, owing to the importance of 

interfacial phenomena such as adsorption and adhesion [144]. This includes the 

domain of biomaterials, and it is possible to identify the following applications 

headings: metallurgy (including surface engineering), corrosion, 

microelectronic materials and devices, polymers [145]. 

 

2.3.5.1 Principle 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is based on the photoelectric effect, where 

an atom is radiated by photons of a given energy hν by result of exited ion and 

free electron with its kinetic energy (Ek) (Figure 2.8). 
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Figure 2.8. Schematic illustration of photoionization, where Ek - kinetic energy of 

ejected photoelectron, hν is characteristic energy of X-ray photon, Eb - binding 

energy of the atomic orbital from which the electron originates and Φ is spectrometer 

work function. 

 

The construction of XPS spectrometers is very complex the simplified scheme 

is given in Figure 2.9. The whole system is under ultra-high vacuum (UHV). 

X-rays are generated by bombarding an anode material with high-energy 

electrons and are directed at an X-ray monochromator, which purpose is to 

produce a narrow X-ray line by using diffraction in a crystal lattice. After that, 

electrons from the sample are collected by an electrostatic lens. Then they 

move to an energy analyzer where are sorted out according to their kinetic 

energy, which is detected and recorded as spectrum. 
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Figure 2.9. Schematic representation of an XPS spectrometer (adapted from [144]) 

 

2.3.5.2 Experimental conditions 

XPS analyses were performed using a ESCA+ spectrometer (Omicron 

NanoTechnology), equipped with a monochromatized aluminum X-ray source 

(powered at 20 mA and 14 kV) and a MCD 128 channeltrons detector. Charge 

stabilization was used using the CN10 device with an emission current of 

5.0µA and a beam energy of 1eV. Analyses were performed in the sweeping 

mode; the resulting analyzed area was 1 mm diameter. A pass energy of 20 eV 

was used for narrow scans. Under these conditions, the full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) of the Ag 3d5/2 peak of clean silver reference sample was 

about 0.6 eV. The pressure in the analysis chamber was around 10
-8

 Pa. The 

following sequence of spectra was recorded: survey spectrum, C 1s, O 1s, N 

1s, Al 2p, Cl 2p, P 2p and C 1s again to check for charge stability as a function 

of time and the absence of sample degradation. The binding energy scale was 

set by fixing the C 1s component due to carbon only bound to carbon and 

hydrogen at 284.8 eV. The data treatment was performed with Casa XPS 

software (Casa Software Ltd., UK). The peaks were decomposed using a linear 

baseline, and a component shape defined by the product of a Gauss and 

Lorentz function, in the 70 : 30 ratio, respectively. Molar concentration ratios 

were calculated using peak areas normalized according to Scofield factors.  
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
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3.1 Self-assembly of FA and ester on hydroxylated Al substrate 

This chapter is dedicated to the investigation of adsorption of fatty acids and 

methyl oleate on hydroxylated aluminum surface. The most important thing is 

to focus on such parameters, which are related to specific properties of 

molecules: chain length, level of unsaturation (oleic acid and linoleic acid) and 

the nature of head group (ester group in methyl oleate vs carboxylic group in 

FA). For these purpose, the adsorbed lipids layers were characterized by 

variety of techniques for the surface analysis, which can quite clearly describe 

the similarities and differences between the behavior of molecules in adsorbed 

state. Understanding the behavior of FA on the Al surface requires an 

understanding of the complexity of the interface where multiple and diverse 

processes take place.  

 

3.1.1 Formation of the Al Oxy-hydroxide Layer 

Prior to the adsorption of lipids, the hydroxylation of the Al substrate was 

investigated. On the basis of previous findings, the treatment of the Al 

substrate in boiling water is expected to enhance the hydroxylation of the 

surface, leading to the formation of an 
 
AlOOH layer, presumably a “pseudo-

boehmite” [146]. Figure 3.1a shows a PM-IRRAS spectrum recorded on an Al 

substrate after surface polishing. It exhibits a single well-defined band at about 

950 cm
−1 
which can be attributed to the Al−O−Al stretching vibration of the 

amorphous Al oxide layer [23, 147].
 
According to the literature, in order to 

create a layer of so called pseudoboehmite (AlOOH), the sample should be 

placed in the boiling water for 15s [111], 2min [148], 3min [149]. In this case 

hydroxylation treatment was checked by immersing the sample in the boiling 

water in different durations.  

Already after 30s of hydroxylation the band due to the Al-O-Al decreased, 

after 40s the band at 1095 cm
-1 

due to the hydroxyl bending mode δ(OH) [111, 

150] starting to form, while after 1 min it was already intense and after 2 min 

already not so wide-already stabilized (Figure 3.1 b, c, d, e respectively). 

Starting 1 min other bands which characterized hydroxylated aluminum 
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surface appeared: the band at 1654cm
-1 

and the band at 1395 cm
-1 

are due to the 

stretching vibration of water molecules δ(H2O) [111, 150, 151]. The large band 

observed in the frequency region from 3260 to 3680 cm
−1

 is attributed to the 

stretching vibrations ν(OH) of hydroxyl groups and adsorbed water on the Al 

surface (data not shown). 

Increasing the time to 5 and 10 min, no big changes happened, the band at 

1095 cm
-1

 also increased a little but other bands remained the same, so it was 

no sense to continuing experiments with these values (Figure 3.1. f, g). 
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Figure 3.1. PM-IRRAS spectra recorded on aluminum substrate prior to (a) and after 

hydroxylation treatment in boiling water in different durations: (b) 30s, (c) 40s, (d) 

1min, (e) 2min, (f) 5min and (g) 10min. 

 

The presence of hydrocarbon-like compounds from adventitious contamination 

was not detected with PM-IRRAS on hydroxylated Al.  

AFM images revealed a clear evolution of the surface morphology after 

treatment in boiling water (Figure 3.2).  
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Figure 3.2 Representative AFM height images (2 x 2 µm
2
, peak force tapping mode, 

z-scale 100 nm) recorded in air (A) prior to and (B) after hydroxylation treatment in 

boiling water. Cross sections were taken at the location indicated by the white broken 

lines on the images. 

 

Before the hydroxylation treatment, the sample exhibited a relatively smooth 

surface with some stripes attributable to the polishing procedure (Rrms = 7.1 

nm, Figure 3.2A). It is obvious that the treatment applied resulted not only in 

surface hydroxylation but also in a deep rearrangement of the surface, with the 

formation of regular nanostructures appearing in the form of nanorods 

randomly distributed on the surface. This was accompanied by a strong 

increase of the roughness (Rrms = 22.1 nm, Figure 3.2B). More quantitative 

evidence on the surface topography can be seen via cross sections which 

showed a sawtoothed profile on the hydroxylated sample, revealing that the 

depth created by the nanostructures is of the order of 50 nm.
 

 

3.1.2 Adsorption of FA, Ester 

Prior to the adsorption of FA and the ester derivative on the hydroxylated Al 

surface, IR-ATR analyses were performed on solutions of OA, LA, and MO in 

heptane (10 mM) as references for the vibrational features of free molecules. 

Results given in Figure 3.3 show the presence of the characteristic bands of the 
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different lipids. The spectra of the two FA are extremely similar. MO differs 

from the FA mostly in having a band at 1080 cm
−1

 due to νs(C−O−C) of the 

ester group, and in a shift of the δ(CH2) band from 1434 cm
−1

 to 1465 cm
−1

 

(Figure 3.3). In the C-H frequency region, the bands are due to the alkyl chain 

of molecules. 

 

Figure 3.3. IR-ATR analyses of (a) oleic acid, (b) linoleic acid, and (c) methyl oleate 

solutions in heptane. 

 

As detailed in chapter 1 (section 1.4.1c) the common approach used for the 

adsorption of (macro)molecules on substrates in liquid phase was used. This 

approach consists in incubating the sample in a solution containing lipids. This 

solution was placed on stirring table that to enhance distribution of the 

molecules on the surface. Samples were thus immersed in solutions with 

different concentrations of lipids dissolved in organic solvents. Different 

classes of solvents were tried: 2-propanol, xylene and heptane. They 

demonstrated quite similar behavior. But according literature, alkanes are the 

most suitable because of similar nature with fatty acids (alkyl chain) and could 

help organize the surface [85]. Moreover polar solvents could compete with the 
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polar headgroups of the molecules in the reactions with the surface and may 

require longer assembly time [20, 102]. 

At the beginning, lipids were dissolved in heptane and stirred for about 5 

minutes to have a concentration from 300 mM to 10 mM. After adsorption, the 

values of the PM-IRRAS spectra or water contact angle were the same, so it 

was very important to try with the lowest concentration, in order to see the 

kinetics. All FA demonstrated the same behavior of adsorption. So for further 

optimization, OA was chosen (Figure 3.4). When the concentration was 

0.01mM, θw values reached the plateau. For final concentration 10mM was 

chosen, as this concentration was adopted in the previous studies (varying 1-

10mM) for surface modification on dense alumina substrates [19, 21, 22, 100, 

101]. 
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Figure 3.4. The evolution of water contact angle (w) measurements as a function of 

different OA concentrations 

 

Regarding the incubation time, many controversies can be found in the 

literature. Indeed values ranging from 1s till 165.5h were reported. For this 

purpose, the influence of the incubation time in OA solutions was investigated 

on hydroxylated Al substrate using water contact angle. Results given in Figure 
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3.5 showed that molecules adsorbed very quickly, already after 1min WCA 

was high. After 5 min the values reached a plateau which continued till 24 h. 

This may suggest that the surface achieve a full coverage due to the adsorption 

of the molecules which include hydrophobic moieties. In order to avoid big 

error bars, 1 h was chosen for further experiments.  
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Figure 3.5. The evolution of OA (10mM) water contact angle (W) measurements as a 

function of incubation time 

 

PM-IRRAS analysis (data not shown) was also done in the optimization steps 

and was coherent for WCA results. The adsorption kinetics was rapid, in 

agreement with previous findings [15, 20] and no differences were noticeable 

in PM-IRRAS spectra recorded after adsorption times longer than 1 h.  

PM-IRRAS spectra recorded on hydroxylated Al substrates after the adsorption 

of OA, LA, and MO are given in Figure 3.6. The vibrational features of lipid 

molecules in solution and in the adsorbed state are compared in Table 3.1.  
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Figure 3.6. PM-IRRAS spectra recorded on hydroxylated aluminum substrate in the 

high-frequency (C-H region, left) and the low-frequency region (right): (a) prior to 

and after adsorption of (b) oleic acid, (c) linoleic acid, and (d) methyl oleate.  

 

Table 3.1. Assignement of IR band relative to oleic acid (OA), linoleic acid (LA) and 

methyl oleate (MO) molecules in (a) the liquid phase, (b) the adsorbed state. Band 

assignments are based on the literature [81, 152-154].  

Chemical 

group 

Vibrational 

type 

λ (cm
-1

) 

OA LA MO 

(a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) 

=C-H ν (C-H) 3016  3016  3016  

CH3 νas(C-H) 2969 2966 2969 2966 2969 2966 

CH2 νas (C-H) 2939 2931 2939 2931 2939 2931 

-CH2-O- ν (C-H) 2881  2881  2881  

CH3 νs (C-H)  2875  2875  2875 

CH2 νs(C-H)    2861  2861  2861 

-COOH or -

COOMe 
ν (C=O) 1743  1743  1743  

-COO
- 

νas (COO
-
)  1546  1546  1546 

CH2 δ (CH2) 1434 1465 1434 1465 1465 1465 

-COO
-
 νs (COO

-
)  1412  1412  1412 

CH2 (near 

olefin) 
ω (CH2)  1368  1368  1368  

COOH ν (C-O) 1218  1218  1218  

-C-O-CH3 νs (C-O-C)     1080  
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When molecules are adsorbed on the hydroxylated Al surface, the C−H 

stretching region is dominated by the symmetric and asymmetric stretching 

modes of methylene groups, νs(CH2) and νas(CH2), at 2861 and 2931 cm
−1 

, 

respectively. The asymmetric stretching mode of CH3
 
moieties, νas(CH3), is 

also visible at 2966 cm
−1

, and the broadening near 2875 cm
−1

 can be attributed 

to the corresponding symmetric mode, νs(CH3). These vibrational features are 

mainly attributed to the alkyl chains of the adsorbed FA and MO molecules 

(when molecules are in solution, symmetric C−H stretching modes are not 

visible because of the random movement of free molecules). They might also 

be due to trapped solvent remaining from adsorption or rinsing steps, but 

incubating the aluminum surface in heptane did not lead to their appearance 

(data not shown). In the lower frequency region, the band at 1658 cm 
−1 

initially present on the hydroxylated aluminum surface and
 
assigned to the 

bending mode of adsorbed water was still visible in all spectra. The small band 

at 1465 cm
−1

 may be attributed to δ(CH2). Vibration modes associated with the 

carboxylate group are clearly visible after the adsorption of OA and LA: the 

symmetric and antisymmetric stretching modes of the COO
−
 moiety are 

apparent at about 1412 and 1546 cm
−1

, respectively (Figure 3.6b, c). However, 

the band attributed to ν(C=O) of the protonated carboxylic acids of OA and 

LA, visible at 1743 cm
−1

 in solution (Figure 3.3), disappears in the adsorbed 

state. These findings suggest a strong interaction of OA and LA molecules in 

contact with the hydroxylated Al surface, through deprotonated carboxylate 

head groups. Unexpectedly, MO exhibited a behavior similar to that of FA. 

The stretching mode of C=O in the ester group, manifest in solution as a band 

around 1743 cm
−1

, did not appear in the adsorbed state, while bands 

characteristic of COO
−
 moieties were present (Figure 3.6d). This may indicate 

that the ester end-group is subjected to a chemical transformation upon contact 

with the hydroxylated Al, leading to a conversion to the carboxylate group.  

Other fatty acids also were involved in this study (Figure 3.7). In the lower 

frequency region, the same bands associated with the symmetric and 

asymmetric stretching modes of the COO
-
 were seen to all FA (Figure 3.7, 
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right). In the C-H stretching region LrA and SA showed well defined bands 

with higher intensity, compared to the other FA (Figure 3.7, left), while for BA 

bands were barely visible in the CH stretching range (Figure 3.7, left).  
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Figure  3.7. PM-IRRAS spectra on hydroxylated aluminum prior to (“Bare”) and 

after the adsorption of BA, CA, LrA, SA, OA  and LA. 

 

The adsorption of FA was also studied by water contact angle measurements 

(Figure 3.8). The bare Al surface exhibited a θw value of about 15º, which is 

compatible with a hydrophilic surface (oxide/hydroxide compounds and a low 

level of organic contamination). After adsorption of saturated fatty acids on the 

hydroxylated surface, θw values increased markedly with increasing length of 

the alkyl chain of the molecules. This indicates a hydrophobic character of the 

surface which is due to the presence of an adsorbed FA layer on the 

hydroxylated Al surface. The increase of the level of unsaturation, while 

keeping the chain length invariable (compare SA, OA and LA, Figure 3.8, 

right) led to a decrease of θw values. MO exhibited the lowest contact angle at 

about 96° compare with the same chain length fatty acids (data not shown).  

Indeed, owing to their molecular structure, unsaturated FA may adopt 

conformations which do not favor a process of self-organization, and thus do 

not induce the formation of a highly dense packing of molecules as observed 
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for saturated FA [19] and generally obtained with alkane thiols on metals 

[155].   

For comparison the same experiments were conducted on non-hydroxylated 

samples (presumably Al2O3) which exhibit a rather flat surface. The main 

differences observed between “rough” (after hydroxylation) and “smooth” 

(before hydroxylation) surfaces was observed with the shortest FA (BA), 

suggesting a possible contribution of the surface roughness to the wetting 

properties. Furthermore, θw values were slightly higher on hydroxylated Al 

surface for long chain FA (SA, OA and LA). 
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Figure 3.8. Evolution of water contact angle (w) as a function of (A) chain length 

and (B) level of unsaturation of FA. 

 

The evolution of the surface morphology after adsorption of different 

molecules was investigated by AFM. Recently, the effect of the hydroxylation 

treatment on Al surface nanoscale organization has been investigated in depth 

using this technique [140]. The treatment leads to the formation of nanorod-

like structures densely and randomly distributed on the surface, resulting on the 

generation of nanoporous domains (Figure 3.9 A and B), which were 

significantly enlarged after the adsorption of FA (Figure 3.9 A−B), while this 

was not the case for MO adsorption (Figure 3.9 C).  
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Figure 3.9. Representative AFM height (A, B, C) and peak force error (D, E, F) 

images (peak force tapping mode, in air, z-scale 150nm) recorded on hydroxylated 

aluminum prior to (A, D) and after the adsorption of oleic acid (B, E), and methyl 

oleate (C, F). 

 

Interestingly, these high resolution AFM images revealed the appearance of 

lines with highly regular features after the adsorption of all FA. These regular 

lines are clearly apparent in the peak force error images which provide better 

contrast (Figure 3.9 E). On the contrary, this behavior was not observed with 

MO (Figure 3.9 F), and the surface morphology looked more like that of the 

hydroxylated Al surface (Figure 3.9A, F).  

The formation of these nano-patterns was evident for long FA, i.e. LrA, SA, 

OA and LA, and not noticeable for BA and CA molecules (Figure 3.10, 3.11 

and 3.12). 
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Figure 3.10. Representative AFM height (A, C) and deflection (B, D) images (11 

µm
2
, Peak Force Tapping mode, in air, z-scale 180 nm) recorded on hydroxylated 

aluminum prior to (A, B) and after the adsorption of SA (C, D). (E) Cross sections 

were taken at the location indicated between the arrows in the height image (C). (F) 

Histograms of the nanostructure height (h) and distance (d) between consecutive 

patterns as depicted in (E). 

 

Straightforward evidence regarding the dimensions of these nanostructures was 

obtained from cross sections (Figure 3.10 E) which revealed that patterns 

exhibited fairly regular heights, h, in the range of 3 nm. This height 

significantly exceeds the thickness of one fatty acid monolayer, as values 

ranging from about 0.9 to 1.5 nm were reported for the latter in the literature, 

based on quartz crystal microbalance [156] or ellipsometry measurements 
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[157]. Furthermore, regular distance between the patterns, d, was around 10 

nm. A typical distribution obtained via several cross sections in AFM images 

recorded on SA-modified surface is shown in Figure 3.10F.  
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Figure 3.11. Representative AFM height (A, C, E) and deflection (B, D, F) images 

(11 µm
2
, Peak Force Tapping mode, in air, z-scale 180 nm) recorded on 

hydroxylated aluminum after the adsorption of saturated FA: BA (A, B), CA (C, D), 

and LrA (E, F). (G) histogram of the nanostructure height (h) and distance (d) 

between consecutive patterns (as depicted in Figure 3.10E) obtained after the 

adsorption of LrA (G). 
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Figure 3.12. Representative AFM height (A, D) and deflection (B, E) images (11 

µm
2
, Peak Force Tapping mode, in air, z-scale 180 nm) recorded on hydroxylated 

aluminum after the adsorption of unsaturated FA: OA (A, B), LA (D, E). (C, F) 

Histograms of the nanostructure height (h) and distance (d) between consecutive 

patterns (as depicted in Figure 3.10E) obtained after the adsorption of OA (C) and 

LA (F). 

 

The results obtained on LrA, OA and LA were also similar (Figure 3.11 and 

3.12), suggesting that the regular dimensions of these nanostructures are 

independent of the FA molecule. It is worth noting that the AFM tip used in the 

present study exhibits an average radius lower than 10 nm, as specified by the 

supplier and checked with scanning electron microscopy after surface imaging. 

 

3.1.3 Mechanism of FA adsorption 

The adsorption of FA and ester (MO) derived from OA was investigated on a 

superficially hydroxylated Al substrate. For this purpose, the Al sample was 

subjected to a treatment leading to the formation of a stable layer, presumably 

made of an AlOOH phase, with reproducible morphology and composition. It 

is worth noting that while the precipitation of aluminate solutions at 

temperatures near and above the boiling point of water lead to the formation of 
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well-crystallized boehmite, the same reaction is significantly slowed on Al 

oxide film and the boiling water treatment leads to the formation of gelatinous 

boehmite, i.e., a poorly crystallized and hydrated form [23]. Accordingly, 

compared to crystalline boehmite, the pseudoboehmite is structurally less well-

defined and includes interlamellar water molecules [146]. The surface 

preparation conducted in the present study has the advantage of exhibiting a 

low level of carbon contamination, as shown in PM-IRRAS spectra (Figure 

3.1. e) and also verified with XPS analysis (data not shown), which is also 

stable over time.  

Vibrational spectroscopy of the adsorbed FA and MO can provide information 

on the adsorption mechanism. It should first be noted that the spectra observed 

in the present study are not superposable with those obtained by other authors 

on oxidized aluminum [19] or on amorphous alumina and crystalline α-

alumina films [18], pointing to the complexity of the phenomenon and its 

sensitivity to sample preparation procedures. The first thing that must be 

underscored is the absence for all adsorbed samples of a ν(C=O) band in the 

1700−1750 cm
−1

 region, indicating that the adsorbed molecules are present as 

carboxylates; the symmetric and antisymmetric stretches of the carboxylate 

function are indeed clearly present. The carboxylate functions probably form 

coordinative bonds to surface Al
3+

. Several different types of carboxylate 

coordination could possibly exist: terminal or bridging (between two Al
3+

 

centers), monodentate or bidentate, etc. A thorough comparison of the νas and 

νs positions between the complex and the free carboxylate could help choose 

between monodentate and bidentate coordination [158].  This work was not 

undertaken in our case because of the complexity of the rough surface.  

Evidently, the acid−base properties of the hydroxylated Al surface play a 

pivotal role in the binding mechanism of FA. The quantitative transformation 

of carboxylic acid functions FA to the corresponding carboxylates is a 

Br nsted acid− base reaction, and because the solvent has no basic properties, 

the released protons must in some way react with the surface, i.e., the surface 

must have a Br nsted basic character. As regards MO adsorption, quantitative 
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transformation to the oleate anion upon adsorption indicates that a 

saponification reaction has taken place, which also indicates a basic reactivity 

(see below). If we accept the idea that a “pseudoboehmite” surface was 

obtained through the boiling water pretreatment, the latter should indeed 

exhibit more basic sites than alumina surfaces obtained through other 

procedures [146]. This is in keeping with the reactivity of the corresponding 

divided materials: while γ-alumina (Al2O3) exhibits a variety of surface OH 

groups [159, 160] some of which are strongly acidic, boehmite (AlOOH) has 

more homogeneous surface groups, with a mostly basic reactivity [161]. It is 

well-known in colloid chemistry that the nature of the aluminum (hydr)oxide 

phase has a determining effect on surface reactivity [162], and obviously the 

same is true for flat surfaces and films. One can probably speculate further on 

the adsorption mechanism of the FA. It is chemically reasonable that the 

approaching carboxylic acid molecules should protonate the basic terminal 

OH
−
 groups that are fixed on the surface Al

3+
, producing terminal H2O (aqua) 

ligands. The latter might then be substituted by the carboxylate groups acting 

as ligands, producing free H2O: this substitution reaction should be favored by 

the conditions of low water activity. Regarding the organization state of the 

adsorbed molecules, it is difficult to compare results obtained in this study with 

previous reports, which focus on the growth and stability of self-assembled and 

self-organized monolayers.  

The ability of FA to strongly interact with superficially hydroxylated Al 

surface and to modify markedly its morphology is clearly evident, 

independently on the length of their alkyl chain or their level of unsaturation, 

although the phenomenon is more obvious for long FA (chain length above 

C12). This causes an intriguing evolution of the surface morphology. AFM 

images showed a high level of organization at the nanoscale which manifests 

itself as the formation of patterns with fairly regular heights and lateral inter-

distance, as revealed by cross sections (Figure 3.10). The surface exhibits, thus, 

two hierarchical levels of organization: the first one is due to the superficial 
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hydroxylation treatment (nanorods with some tens of nm length) while the 

second one (nano-patterns) is only revealed through the self-assembly of FA.   

The origin of the latter phenomenon is not completely understood but may be 

tentatively explained by focusing on the mechanism of FA-surface binding at 

the molecular level. PM-IRRAS spectra recorded on FA molecules on the 

hydroxylated Al surface, revealed the formation of coordinative bonds between 

carboxylate end groups of the fatty acids (the carboxyl moiety was 

deprotonated) and Al
3+

 ions on the AlOOH surface, in agreement with previous 

works [21, 22]. Note, however, that the average height of nanostructures is 

noticeably higher than the expected thickness of a monolayer (~0.9−1.5 nm) 

[156, 157] or the length of free molecules (about 1.8 nm for OA, based on 

theoretical calculation). If one supposes the formation of fatty acid multilayers, 

FA in the second and more external layers would be expected to be unbound to 

the surface and therefore to show the presence of free carboxylic acid groups, 

which is not consistent with PM-IRRAS results. Alternatively, the surface 

morphology change, including regular nanostructures, might be attributed to 

the enhancement of surface reconstruction guided by coordinated fatty acid 

molecules following a preferential crystallographic direction.  

The fact that quite similar structures (parallel grooves with a width in the 10 

nm range) were observed with different fatty acids points to a common origin 

in the organization of the underlying AlOOH surface. To the best of our 

knowledge, patterns disposed regularly on the 10 nm length scale have never 

been reported on hydroxylated Al, whether chemical or morphological in 

origin. 10-nm-scale pores have been claimed to form in anodic growth of 

alumina in some conditions [10], but it is unclear how they would induce the 

formation of the ridges and grooves we observe after FA adsorption. The 

nanorods observable on the oxidized Al plates consist in boehmite, AlOOH. 

This oxyhydroxide has a lamellar structure, with layers stacked up 

perpendicular to the b crystallographic direction. When boehmite layers are 

interrupted perpendicular to the a or c directions, they exhibit terminal Al-OH 

groups which are probably easier to substitute by other ligands, such as 
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carboxylates, than the μ
2
 OH groups on the layers basal planes (010) - not to 

mention the oxide ions which are μ
3
 or μ

4
. If indeed the mechanism of FA 

adsorption involves the formation of an inner-sphere complex by substitution 

of these terminal OH, the fatty acids should be adsorbed in parallel linear 

structures. This is indeed what we observe by AFM. This would explain the 

linearity of the patterns, not their size, because the spacing of the parallel ridge 

and grooves pattern is about 10 nm, while the repeat distance of the boehmite 

edges is only 1.2 nm [163]. Note that if the boehmite particles preferentially 

expose their edge planes, it would mean that they are formed with their layers 

perpendicular to the alumina surface. Thus, evidencing such structures would 

be an original result, and the question clearly deserves further investigation. 

The properties of the alkyl chain do not influence the mechanism of binding 

itself but may have an effect on the density of adsorbed molecules. This may 

indeed explain the slight differences observed on the ordered patterns which 

appeared more or less obvious for the different FA molecules. The long 

unbranched alkyl chains are probably involved in van der Waals intermolecular 

interactions, resulting in the molecular organization of the self-assembled layer 

with a high packing density when the chains are in the all-trans conformation. 

By contrast, the self-assembly of OA or LA lead to the formation of more 

disordered layers, because the presence of one or two double bonds, 

respectively, influences the molecule conformation by imposing one or two 

kinks in the chain (Chapter 2, Figure 2.1).  

Regarding the interaction of the MO, the ester derivative of OA, with the 

AlOOH surface, PM-IRRAS results unambiguously revealed the absence of 

bands characteristic of an ester and the presence of carboxylate groups in the 

adsorbed state (Table 3.1). This indicates that, when MO molecules are in 

contact with the hydroxylated Al surface, ester groups are subjected to 

chemical transformation, resulting in the formation of carboxylates which bind 

to the AlOOH surface similarly to FA. It is likely that the chemical 

modification of esters occurs according to a saponification reaction, generally 

written as follows: 
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C₁₇H₃₃COOCH₃ + OH
- 
→ C₁₇H₃₃COO

-
 + CH3OH                          (3.1) 

 

Although the saponification reaction is well-known in solution and broadly 

used in many chemical processes, little information is available when the 

reaction takes place at the solid/liquid interface. In a water-deficient medium 

such as the heptane solvent that we used, saponification may occur through the 

involvement of hydroxyl groups originating from the pseudoboehmite surface, 

as discussed above and suggested elsewhere [146], or simply of hydration 

water retained between the boehmite layers. It appears that all adsorbed MO 

molecules were converted to soaps, as no remaining MO was detected with 

PM-IRRAS. Actually the term “soap” is a misnomer here, because the 

counterions of the carboxylates would be the surface cations to which they are 

coordinated, with a local structure that could be very similar to that obtained 

from the FA. However, the major difference between FA and ester derived 

systems is related to the surface nanostructure, which is not observed with MO. 
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3.2 Effects of FA film stability formation on the wettability and nanoscale 

roughness of Al substrate 

This chapter is dedicated to the investigation of the wettability of the 

hydroxylated Al surface depending on its roughness and self-assembled fatty 

acids. After adsorption of various fatty acids the nature of nanostructuration 

was checked using UV/O3 treatment, conditioning in air and aqueous media. 

Comparison between two parameters, water contact angle (θw) and the Wenzel 

roughness, suggests the main origin of hydrophobisation. 

 

3.2.1 Effect of UV/O3 treatment 

UV/O3 irradiation is increasingly recognized as a standard technique for 

surface cleaning, because it is usually simple to operate, needs little or no 

heating and does not require handling of chemicals. It is widely used for the 

degradation of organic matter from surfaces of metal, oxides and 

semiconductors [164] which may be used in the manufacture of organic light 

emitting diodes and flexible panel displays [165, 166], as well as for biosensors 

or other biomedical devices [167]. In the present study, the main interest of 

performing UV/O3 treatment on FA-modified Al surface is to attempt to 

remove self-assembled FA molecules without altering the structure of the 

hydroxylated Al substrate. This may clarify the role of FA self-assembly in the 

formation of the ordered nano-patterns on the Al surface. Long FA with 

different levels of unsaturation were used to this end. Accordingly, after the 

adsorption of SA, OA or LA, samples were treated by UV/O3 during 1, 5, 10 

and 30 min. PM-IRRAS analyses did not show significant changes in the high-

frequency region after 1 to 10 min treatment for SA (Figure 3.13A). However, 

after 30 min, the intensity of the band at about 1546 cm
-1
, assigned to νa(COO

-

), decreased appreciably, while the band at 1467 cm
-1

, assigned to δ(CH2), 

disappeared totally (Figure 3.13A, right). In the high-frequency region after 1 

and 5 min of UV/O3 treatment, the intensities of the bands due to C-H 

vibration modes were almost unchanged but decreased noticeably after 10 min 
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treatment (Figure 3.13A, left). These bands completely disappeared when the 

samples were subjected to a 30 min UV/O3 treatment (Figure 3.13A, left).  
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Figure 3.13. Panel A. PM-IRRAS spectra recorded in high (left) and low (right) 

frequency region on hydroxylated aluminum prior to and after the adsorption of SA  

and further UV/O3 treatment for 1, 5, 10 and  30 min. Panel B. Evolution of Aν (C-H) 

(left) and Aν (COO
-
) (right), determined from PM-IRRAS data, as a function of UV/O3 

treatment time on hydroxylated aluminum surface after adsorption of SA (), OA 

() and LA (). 

 

The same trend was observed with OA and LA in both frequency regions 

(Figure 3.14). 
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Figure 3.14. PM-IRRAS spectra recorded in high (left) and low (right) frequency 

region on hydroxylated aluminum prior to and after the adsorption of OA (Panel A) 

or LA (Panel B)  and further UV/O3 treatment for 1, 5, 10 and  30 min. 

 

More direct evidence regarding the chemical composition of the treated 

surfaces may be obtained by exploring the area of bands from PM-IRRAS 

spectra which are characteristic of FA molecules, namely Aν(C-H) and 

Aν(COO
-
) The results given in Figure 3.13B (left) evidenced that Aν(C-H) 

decreased markedly as a function of the UV/O3 treatment time for all FA. The 

trend is linear for the saturated FA, SA, indicating a zero-order kinetics which 

has also been observed by Ye et al. for octadecylsiloxane SAMs on SiO2 [168]. 

In contrast, the decrease of Aν(C-H) was fast at the early stages for both 

unsaturated FA and slowed down for higher durations (Figure 3.13B, left); in 

this case, the data are not precise enough to determine a reaction order. It is 

worth noting that the initial Aν(C-H) value is significantly higher for SA than 
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for the other two FA, probably because of the formation of densely packed 

layers of SA, in contrast to unsaturated FA which probably form more 

disordered layers, as detailed above. The evolution of Aν(COO
-
) did not follow 

the same trend as that of Aν(C-H) (Figure 3.13B, right). The values initially 

remained at the same level and started to decrease markedly only after 20 and 

30 min treatment for unsaturated and saturated FA, respectively. This result 

suggests that the carboxylate moieties remain stable for 20 min in our 

conditions of treatment, in contrast to –CHx groups. 

The evolution of the water contact angle as a function of the duration of UV/O3 

treatment is given in Figure 3.15. The results showed noticeable differences as 

a function of the level of unsaturation. On the SA-modified surface, θw did not 

vary significantly up to 3 min UV/O3 treatment and started to decrease only 

slightly after 4 and 5 min to reach values of about 120° and 112°, respectively. 

A significant decrease was achieved after 10 min treatment (θw ~50°, data not 

shown) and a complete spreading of the drop was observed after 30 min. By 

contrast, the decrease of θw as a result of the UV/O3 treatment occurred at 

earlier stages when the surfaces were modified with unsaturated FA, OA and 

LA (Figure 3.15), until the water drop spread completely on the surface after 4 

and 5 min, respectively. The trend showed in Figure 3.15 reveal that the 

decrease of θw is more rapid for LA compared to OA. 

Under UV/O3 treatment, unsaturated FA may be subject to two mechanisms of 

degradation (Chapter 1, section 1.2.2) , ozonolysis [169] and autoxidation [53]. 

Ozonolysis is initiated through electrophilic addition of an ozone molecule to a 

double bond. The reactivity of bulk unsaturated FA in the presence of O3 is 

well described in the literature [58-60]. O3 inserts through the double bond 

(such as those in OA and LA, Chaper 2, Figure 2.1) and forms a primary 

ozonide, which decomposes leading to the formation of an aldehyde and a 

Criegee intermediate (a biradical). Criegee intermediates then form secondary 

ozonides (trioxolane rings) that are cleaved; depending on the place of the 

cleavage, they can form mono or diacids. The net result of this series of events 
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is a rupture of the fatty acid chain at the location of the double bond; the distal 

end of the chain is eliminated as a small-molecular weight molecule. 
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Figure 3.15.  Evolution of the water contact angle (θw) as a function of UV/O3 

treatment time on hydroxylated aluminum surface after adsorption of SA (),OA () 

and LA (). 

 

The mechanism of degradation of the saturated FA, SA, must however be 

different, as ozonolysis only affects double bonds and this particular acid has 

none. It is likely due to autoxidation. The latter process is initiated by the 

formation of free radicals, which is caused by reactive oxygen species such as 

the OH radical and atomic oxygen, the products of ozone dissociation under 

UV [168]. They abstract hydrogen from alkyl chains, leading to the formation 

of alkyl radicals, which further react to form alkoxy radicals and generate new 

reactive carbonyl group through oxidation. These carbonyl groups dissociate 

through photodecomposition or attacking by radicals with the loss of carbon, 

and therefore reduce the carbon chain length of fatty acids [83]. The key 

mechanistic step is the attack of a radical at a C-H bond, and it does not require 

double bonds. 

The above results suggest the following view of FA layer degradation. In all 

cases the FA are strongly adsorbed to the hydroxylated Al surface through a 

coordination of their carboxylate groups to surface Al
3+

, with the (saturated or 

unsaturated) alkyl chains protruding away from the surface. For unsaturated 
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FA, the reaction with ozone is fast, and in particular the relatively loose 

packing of the layers does not impede ozone diffusion. Thus, large chunks of 

the FA chains are quickly removed by ozonolysis, leaving shorter-chain, fully 

saturated carboxylic acids still adsorbed through the carboxylate: the reaction 

then slows down because there are no further attack points for ozonolysis. The 

removal of CHx groups is not complete when water starts spreading on the 

surface, judging from the evolution of PM-IRRAS bands; but the surface may 

become patchy after 5 minutes, with some of the underlying AlOOH groups 

available for interaction with water (see the discussion section for more details 

on this hypothesis). 

In contrast, for the fully saturated SA layer, gas-phase radical species from 

ozone dissociation attack the C-H bonds in distal groups of the alkyl chain; 

since the latter are densely packed, the radical species cannot diffuse between 

the chains, which are eroded only from the distal end. The reactive surface 

exposed by the layer remains constant throughout this process, explaining the 

zero order, and it is only when most of the chain has been consumed that the 

carboxylate groups can be destroyed in turn. 

AFM images were also recorded after the samples were treated with UV/O3 for 

10 min. The bare hydroxylated Al surface kept almost the same surface 

morphology as before the UV/O3 treatment (Figure 3.16A and E). In contrast, 

on FA-modified surfaces the treatment caused a noticeable disturbance of the 

surface nanoscale organization. Indeed, the major alteration of the surface 

concerned the aligned patterns, which became less well discernible: they were 

enlarged and/or deformed. In fact, the phenomenon was apparently more 

pronounced when the level of unsaturation was higher, as the most severe 

alteration was observed with LA, while the SA-modified surface was subjected 

to the least disordering (Figure 3.16B-H). These findings showed the same 

trend as the sensitivity of FA to UV/O3 treatments, which was enhanced when 

increasing the level of unsaturation, as described above. Accordingly, there is 

evidence that the nature of the self-assembled molecules plays a major role not 

only on the formation of ordered nanostructures but also on their stability.  
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Figure 3.16. Representative AFM deflection images (11 µm
2
, Peak Force Tapping 

mode, in air) recorded on hydroxylated aluminum, prior to (A, B, C, D) and after 

UV/O3 treatment for 10 min (E, F, G, H): bare hydroxylated surface (A, E), SA (B, F), 

OA (C, G) and LA (D, H). 
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3.2.2 Effect of conditioning 

The stability of FA-modified surface was examined after conditioning in 

different media. To this end, after the adsorption of OA, the samples were 

incubated in air, in water or in other solutions simulating an environment of 

biological interest, namely solutions of sodium chloride (NaCl), hydrogen 

peroxide (H2O2) or phosphate buffer saline (PBS). OA was chosen because it 

particularly induced a typical nanoscale organization, with an obvious presence 

of the ordered patterns (Figure 3.16C). PM-IRRAS spectra showed, in the 

lower frequency region (Figure 3.17, right) that the conditioning in air or in 

water did not affect the bands characteristic of the self-assembled OA, 

especially the one associated with the asymmetric stretching mode of the COO
-
 

moiety at 1548 cm
-1

.  
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Figure 3.17.  PM-IRRAS spectra recorded in high (left) and low (right) frequency 

region on hydroxylated aluminum surfaces modified with OA and conditioned for 24h 

in air, water, NaCl solution, PBS and H2O2 solution. 

 

In contrast, the intensity of this band decreased markedly as a result of 

conditioning in the other aqueous media, especially in NaCl solution and PBS. 

The same trend was also observed on the band at 1412 cm
-1

, the symmetric 

stretching mode of the COO
-
 moiety. In all spectra, the band at 1466 cm

-1
 

attributed to δ(CH2) was observed, except in PBS spectrum where it 
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disappeared totally (Figure 3.17, right). These findings are in agreement with 

spectra recorded in the high frequency region, showing that bands associated 

with ν(CH2) and ν(CH3) are much less obvious in PBS compared to the other 

spectra (Figure 3.17, left).  

Water contact angle measurements bring additional insights into the stability of 

the self-assembled OA layer in the different media. The θw value (Table 3.2) 

did not change markedly when the sample was conditioned in air. However, a 

significant decrease was observed after conditioning in water and solutions of 

H2O2 and NaCl, while in PBS the surface reached a total wetting.   

 

Table 3.2. Water contact angle, θw (°) measured on hydroxylated Al surfaces after 

adsorption of OA and further conditioning in the different media. 

 θ (°) 

  

Air 132.5 (2.5) 

Water 103.5 (5.2) 

NaCl 81.9 (2.6) 

H2O2 (10 mM) 103.1 (1.4) 

Phosphate buffer saline 

(PBS) 

bdl 

 

PM-IRRAS results and the evolution of θw as a function of the conditioning 

medium both showed that the self-assembled OA layer remains stable in air, 

but may be subjected to significant degradation in aqueous media, depending 

on the composition of the medium. In PBS, the instability of the FA layer is 

probably due to the phosphate ions which may displace the carboxylate groups 

as ligands for surface Al
3+

.   

AFM images showed that conditioning did not radically affect the surface 

morphology, although a few relevant changes are noticeable in some media 

(Figure 3.18).  
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Figure 3.18. Representative AFM deflection images (11 µm
2
, Peak Force Tapping 

mode, in air) recorded on hydroxylated aluminum surfaces modified with OA (A) and 

conditioned for 24h in air (B), water (C), NaCl (D), PBS (E) and H2O2 solution (F). 

 

After incubation in air or in water the surface nanoscale organization remained 

almost unchanged, but the presence of the ordered patterns became less 

obvious, especially after conditioning in water (Figure 3.18B and C). This 

trend was more pronounced in NaCl solution (Figure 3.18D). In PBS, the 

surface morphology exhibited a significant change, namely an enlargement of 
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the nanostructures originating from the hydroxylation treatment, while the 

presence of the ordered patterns was not observed (Figure 3.18E).  The 

situation after treatment in the H2O2 solution is different. AFM images showed 

indeed that the whole nanoscale organization is similar to the one observed 

prior to the conditioning test (compare image F and A, Figure 3.18). However, 

the incubation in H2O2 solution led to the formation of nanoparticles in close 

contact with each other.  

 

3.2.3 “Chemistry” vs “Roughness” 

One relevant way to confirm the involvement of self-assembled molecules on 

the observed nanoscale organization (formation of nano-patterns) consists in 

removing organic molecules without greatly altering the inorganic surface. 

UV/O3 was used to this end as FA are difficult to remove with common 

washing procedures, when adsorbed on surfaces, due to their low solubility in 

water and their strong interaction with the AlOOH surface. The use of 

detergents may be efficient to remove the adsorbed fatty acids, but would 

typically lead to their replacement with detergent molecules i.e. to even further 

surface contamination. Accordingly, UV/O3 treatment appears as a promising 

method as it cleaves the adsorbed molecules forming volatile products [164]. 

The impact of the UV/O3 treatment on the surface morphology provides 

relevant information regarding the role of adsorbed FA on the nanoscale 

organization. Interestingly, AFM images showed more pronounced impact on 

the surface when the sensitivity of FA against UV/O3 increased. For all FA, the 

surface organization was significantly altered, especially the ordered lines, 

when FA was removed partially or almost totally from the surface, suggesting 

that the nanoscale organization was not maintained when removing self-

assembled molecules.  

The second way used to modify the interface and check the evolution of the 

nanoscale organization consists in carrying out conditioning tests in aqueous 

media. In a previous study, the AlOOH surface itself was shown to be stable in 

water or in PBS buffer, in terms of chemical composition and morphological 
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features [140]. Therefore, the evolution of the surface morphology in PBS can 

only be due to the behavior of adsorbed FA. The latter were almost totally 

removed from the surface after incubation in this medium, as evidenced by 

water contact angle and PM-IRRAS. This result supports the role of self-

assembled molecules in maintaining the nanoscale organization of the surface. 

Furthermore, when the removal of organic molecules was only partial, as 

observed after conditioning in water, but also in air, nano-patterns were 

preserved.  

The mechanism in the H2O2 solution is different. On bare hydroxylated Al 

surface, the effect of H2O2 consists in the formation of larger Al oxyhydroxide 

nanostructures, while keeping a similar morphology. This is due to an 

oxidation to a larger depth of the Al substrate and an additional formation of Al 

oxyhydroxide compounds. In the presence of OA adlayer, the mechanism is 

modified because the oxidation process may be blocked in the sites were FA 

are assembled, leading to the growth of separated but closely packed 

nanostructures which exhibit a spherical-like shape (Figure 3.18F). In a 

different context, but for the same reasons, it has been evidenced that FA may 

play a role to improve the corrosion resistance of materials, likely through a 

blocking process of anodic sites present on the surface [109]. 

Regarding the wettability of the surface, the main issue is to clarify whether the 

presence of self-assembled FA or the surface roughness contributes to the 

observed trend. Concerning the surface roughness, finding the parameter which 

best describes the contribution of hierarchical substructures on the wetting 

properties of a surface is a key point, especially for surfaces showing specific 

and reproducible self-organized pattern. In our present data, the root-mean 

square roughness (Rrms) usually employed to quantify the rugosity of a surface 

did not show any significant correlation with the equilibrium water contact 

angle regardless of the nature of the acids or the conditioning (Figure 3.19A).  
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Figure 3.19. Correlation between (A) root-mean-square roughness (RRMS), Wenzel 

roughness (RW), (B) Area of bands associated with asymmetric stretching of C-H 

groups, A(C-H), and water contact angle (w) of hydroxylated Al samples after 

adsorption of FA (filled square) and further incubation in different conditioning 

media for 24 h (open square). In panel (B), 24 h conditioning specifications have 

been removed for clarity. The trend of the areas with respect to contact angle is as 

follows, from lower to higher values: PBS<NaCl<H2O2<H2O<OA<Air. 

 

This result is not surprising: in the light of a previous study, it has been shown 

that surfaces with the same Rrms may have different wetting properties [170]. 

Furthermore, as Rrms is only sensitive to the height differences and does not 

contain information on the horizontal range fluctuations, if a substructure of 

the material governs the wettability properties of the surface, the Rrms 

parameter would not reveal its contribution.  

Recently, the wetting properties of homogenous randomly rough surfaces were 

related to the contribution of sub-micrometer-scale protrusions via the Wenzel 

roughness (RW) [170]. In the Wenzel model, the water droplet covers the whole 

surface and w is expressed as a function of Young's angle and a roughness 

parameter defined as the ratio between the extended area of the surface, and the 

projected one obtained via AFM [171, 172].  

This roughness parameter is expected to be a sensitive enough parameter to 

highlight whether a correlation exists between the 10-nm scaled high-

frequency substructures and water contact angle. 
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Figure 3.19A shows the evolution of the Wenzel roughness RW as a function of 

water contact angle, w. The results did reveal any trend that might be linked to 

the Wenzel roughness (RW), suggesting that neither the structure nor the 

substructure including the 10 nm nanoscale pattern are the chief parameters 

determining the surface wettability. By contrast, Aν(C-H), which reflects the 

presence of adsorbed FA and to a lesser extent depends on their chemical 

nature, possibly through different packing densities of the FA layers, followed 

a clear trend as a function of w : Aν(C-H) significantly increased at high w 

values (Figure 3.19B). Accordingly, it seems that the main origin of the 

hydrophobisation is the presence of -CHx- groups exhibited by adsorbed FA. 

Support of this assumption may be found in the evolution of w after the 

adsorption of FA on “flat” (before hydroxylation) or “rough” (after 

hydroxylation) Al surface (Figure 3.8), indicating no effect of the surface 

roughness (modulated by the hydroxylation treatment) on the wettability for 

long chain FA. 

However, in addition to the chemical nature of the exposed groups, another 

factor related to the “in depth” localization of adsorbed molecules may play a 

role in wettability. Indeed, as already discussed, on OA and LA-modified 

surfaces exposed to UV/O3, complete wetting was achieved, even with 

treatments of intermediate duration where C-H groups were still present on the 

surface (observed in PM-IRRAS spectra, Figure 3.13B). Actually, owing to the 

surface roughness (Figure 3.20A), the difference in the depth scales probed by 

each technique has to be taken into account, as depicted in Figure 3.20B. It is 

expected that molecules adsorbed on the outermost surface (on the ridges, 

Figure 3.20B) are more sensitive to UV/O3 irradiation, as compared to those 

present within the "valleys" (technically, mesopores in the AlOOH surface), 

and therefore are removed first. This would lead to the exposure of hydrophilic 

surface groups (Al-OH) and to θw values equal to zero, even though some FA 

molecules would remain present in the mesopores. 
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Figure 3.20. (A) Representative AFM 3D height image recorded on hydroxylated 

aluminum surface. (B) Schematic representation of the interface based on cross 

section taken at the position indicated by dashed lines in panel (A). The thickness 

probed by each technique is indicated. 

 

As seen from this example, a complete picture of the interface may only be 

provided if the appropriate parameter of surface roughness is used and two 

directions are considered for the exploration of surface morphology, i.e. 

surface organization both perpendicular and parallel to the surface plane. 
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3.3. Mechanism of adsorption of DPPC on nanostructured Al substrate: 

Influence of surface hydrophobicity 

This chapter will detail the adsorption of a phospholipid (DPPC) on the 

nanostructured hydroxylated Al surface prior to and after modification with 

SA, as described previously (Chapter 3.1.). The main purpose of this chapter is 

to investigate the adsorption behavior of DPPC whether the surface is 

hydrophilic (AlOOH) or hydrophobic (SA-modified surface) with a view to 

designing a hybrid phospholipid/fatty acid “bilayer”. A variety of techniques 

were used to probe the properties of the layer (chemical, wetting) and to 

evaluate its stability in aqueous medium. 

 

3.3.1 Adsorption of DPPC 

The adsorption of DPPC was performed on hydroxylated Al (AlOOH) and SA-

modified hydroxylated Al (SA-AlOOH) surfaces. The surface modification 

with SA was performed according to the procedure described in the previous 

chapter, leading to the formation of self-assembled layer. 

The adsorption of DPPC was performed using two different procedures, as 

detailed in chapter 2 (section 2.2.5): 

Procedure I: 20 µl drop of DPPC solution was deposited on the Al substrate 

and left into the vacuum for 2 h. The samples prepared with this procedure 

were called “AlOOH-DPPC I” and “SA-AlOOH-DPPC I” depending whether 

the susbtrate was AlOOH or SA-AlOOH, respectively.  

Procedure II: 40 µl of DPPC solution was spread on the sample and rotated at 

3000 rpm for 40 s by using spin-coater, and before further analysis left in the 

vacuum for 2 h. The samples prepared with this procedure were called 

“AlOOH-DPPC II” and “SA-AlOOH-DPPC II”, as specified above. 

 

a) PM-IRRAS 

As discussed in the previous chapters, PM-IRRAS spectra recorded on the 

hydroxylated Al substrates are charactestics of AlOOH compound (Figure 3.1).  

The adsorption of DPPC led to the apparition of new bands as shown in 
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(Figure 3.22A, spectrum b). In the C-H stretching region, the vibrational 

features due to the alkyl chains of the adsorbed DPPC molecules were 

observed. The symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes of methylene 

groups, νs(CH2) and νas(CH2), at 2855 and 2925 cm
-1

, respectively can be 

observed. The asymmetric stretching mode of CH3 moieties, νas(CH3), as well 

as  the corresponding symmetric mode, νs(CH3) are also visible at 2962 cm
-1

, 

and 2876 cm
-1

, respectively.  Methylene groups are dominating because DPPC 

molecule has 28 methylene groups in the two acyl chains and 2 methylene 

groups in its glycerol part.  

In the low frequency region, relevant vibrational features related to the 

adsorbed DPPC were observed. The band at 1741 cm
-1 

is
 
attributed to ν(C=O) 

due to the ester group of the glycerol backbone. The asymmetric bending (δas) 

modes of the methyl groups attached to the nitrogen atom in the choline moiety 

((CH3)3N
+
) appeared at 1492 cm

-1
 and its symmetric modes was observed at 

1416 cm
-1

. The bands at 1469 cm
-1

 and 1378 cm
-1

 can be attributed to 

methylene scissoring mode δ(CH2) and symmetric CH3 deformation δs(CH3), 

respectively (Figure 3.22A, spectrum b). 

The characteristic band due to phosphate group, which appears around 1125-

1000 cm
-1

 could not be observed in this case, as it overlaps with the intense 

band at 1091 cm
−1

 due to Al−OH hydroxyl bending mode δ(OH) in AlOOH 

compounds. However, the asymmetric stretch of phosphate group was 

observed at 1256 cm
-1

. The C-O-C stretch of the ester groups is recorded at 

1174 cm
-1

 and the band at 975 cm
-1

 is due to the asymmetric stretching 

vibration of C-N group, νas(CN
+
-(CH3)), and its symmetric one at 926 cm

-1
. 

When the adsorption was performed on SA-modified AlOOH surface (SA-

AlOOH), no significant differences were observed (Figure 3.22B), except that 

bands due to self-assembled SA molecules were visible, i.e. bands at about 

1417 and 1547 cm
-1

 associated with the symmetric and asymmetric stretching 

modes of the COO
-
 moiety, respectively.  

All the vibrational features recorded in the present study after the adsorption of 

DPPC on AlOOH and SA-AlOOH surfaces are summarized in Table 3.3.  
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Figure 3.22. PM-IRRAS spectra recorded on (A) AlOOH and (B) SA-AlOOH 

substrates (a) prior to and (b) after the adsorption of DPPC. 
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Table 3.3. Assignment of IR bands relative to phospholipid molecules. For sake of 

comparison, data from the literature [115, 120, 173, 174] were also presented, 

showing vibrational features of DPPC molecules free in the solution or in the 

adsorbed state.  

Literature This study

Procedure I Procedure II

liquid adsorbed state AlOOH SA-AlOOH AlOOH SA-AlOOH

chemical 

group

vibrational type λ (cm−1) λ (cm−1) λ (cm−1) λ (cm−1) λ (cm−1) λ (cm−1)

CH3 νas (C-H) 2956 2956 2962 2965 2962 2961

CH2 νas (C-H) 2920 2920 2925 2927 2925 2929

CH3 νs (C-H) 2870 2873 2876 2871 2876 2879

CH2 νs (C-H) 2850 2850 2855 2858 2855 2857

COOR ν (C=O) 1735 1740 1741 1744 1741 1744

COO- νs (COO-) - - - 1557 - 1550

(CH3)3N+ δas ((CH3)3-N+) 1490, 1480 1491, 1480 1492 1491 1492 1491

CH2 δ (CH2) 1473,1472, 

1468, 1463

1468 1469 1469 1469 1469

CH3 νas (C-H) 1460 1457 - - - -

COO- νs (COO-) - - - 1417 - 1421

(CH3)3N+ δs ((CH3)3-N+) 1418, 1378 - 1416 - 1416 -

CH3 δs (C-H) 1378 1378 1378 1390 1378 1378

PO2
- νas (PO2

-) 1230 1250 1256 1252 1247 1251

CO-O-C νas (C-O-C) 1175 1190 1174 1174 1174 1174

PO2
- νs (PO2

-) 1085 1092 - - - -

CO-O-C νs (C-O-C) 1070 1070 - - - -

C-O-P νas (C-O-[P]) 1055; 1068 1056; 1070 - - - -

C-N νas (C-N+ - (CH3)3) 972 970 975 976, 949 975 977, 952

C-N νs (C-N+ - (CH3)3) - 950, 920 926 926 926 933

P-O νas (P-O) 820 - - - - -

 

 

There was the same tendency for both procedures – increasing concentrations 

increasing the amount of adsorbed molecule. This could be observed from 

measurements of area of band at 1741 cm
-1 

of C=O stretching due to the ester 

group (Figure 3.23.A). However, the evolution was noticeably different for the 

two procedures. Using Procedure I, A(C=O) increased markedly when 

increasing the concentration of DPPC, while, the trend was less pronounced 

using procedure II. The parameter A(C=O), extracted from PM-IRRAS data, 

may be related to the adsorbed amount of DPPC in a semi-quantitative way. 

Accordingly, the evolution observed in Figure 3.23A suggests that DPPC 

adsorbed in a higher amount when procedure I was used.  

 

b) Water contact angle 

Water contact angle measurements were performed on the hydrophilic AlOOH 

(θw ~ 15°) and hydrophobic SA-modified AlOOH (θw ~ 130°) substrates after 

adsorption of DPPC.   
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By using procedure I, the adsorption of DPPC on AlOOH surface did not 

induce significant changes in θw, regardless of DPPC concentration (Figure 

3.23B). By contrast, on SA-modified surface, θw decreased markedly after the 

adsorption of DPCC at 1 mg/mL, to reach the same level of hydrophilicity than 

AlOOH.  The situation is different when the adsorption was performed using 

spin coating (procedure II). Results showed a progressive increase of θw after 

DPPC adsorption on AlOOH and an opposite trend on SA-AlOOH surface 

(Figure 3.23C). It is noteworthy that in both procedures, the evolution of θw 

was only noticeable in the range of high concentrations of DPPC (from 1 to 10 

mg/mL, Figure 3.23C).  
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Figure 3.23. Evolution of the band at 1741 cm
-1 

recorded by PM-IRRAS and the 

water contact angle (θw) as a function of the concentration of DPPC solution, after 

adsorption on AlOOH (open symbols) and SA-AlOOH (filled symbols) surfaces by 

using the adsorption procedures I (B) or II (C) 
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3.3.2 Effect of hydration 

The hydration of the adsorbed DPPC layers may provide insights regarding its 

stability in aqueous media. In this work, the hydration was performed at room 

temperature, by incubating the samples in Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) during 2 h. 

The experimental conditions of hydration were chosen in a manner to keep the 

self-assembled fatty acid layer intact. For this purpose and prior to the DPPC 

adsorption, a series of immersion tests were carried out in different common 

buffers: phosphate buffer saline (pH ~ 7.4), Tris-HCl (pH ~ 7.4, ~ 9.4) and 

carbonate buffer (pH ~ 9.4). Furthermore, for sake of comparison, the same 

tests were also performed on oleic acid-modified AlOOH. Based on water 

contact angle measurements, results, given in Figure 3.24, showed that (i) the 

SA layer is more stable than oleic acid, (ii) after 2 h immersion in Tris-HCl 

(pH ~ 7.4), the SA layer seems to be kept unchanged.    The latter medium was, 

thus, chosen for hydration tests performed after the adsorption of DPPC. 
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Figure 3.24. Histograms of WCA of adsorbed on AlOOH A) OA and B) SA after 

incubating in various buffers for 2 and 24 h. 
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The effect of hydration of the adsorbed DPPC layers was investigated by 

means of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The use of XPS analysis is 

more appropriate in this context, as the technique is very sensitive to evidence 

and quantify weak variations when investigating the composition of thin solid 

films. Typical C 1s and N 1s peaks recorded on the different samples are 

presented in Figure 3.25. C 1s peak can be safely decomposed into four 

contributions on the basis of data obtained from biocomponents [144]: (i) a 

component at 284.8 eV due to carbon only bound to carbon and hydrogen [C–

(C,H], (ii) a component at 286.3 eV due to carbon bound to oxygen or nitrogen 

[C–(O,N)], including alcohol, amide, acetal or hemiacetal, (iii) a component at 

about 287.8 eV due to carbon making one double bond [C=O] or two single 

bonds with oxygen [O–C–O], including amide, acetal and hemiacetal and 

finally (iv) a component found near 288.7 eV due to carboxylic acid and ester 

(O=C–O). All components were imposed to have the same full width at half 

maximum (FWHM). The N 1s peak exhibited a component at 399.8 eV 

attributed to amide or amine functions (C–N), on bare AlOOH which may 

originate from adventitious contamination. After the adsorption of DPPC a 

contribution at higher binding energies (~402.3 eV) appeared and may be 

related to the presence of quaternary amine groups (C–N
+
) (see molecular 

structure of DPPC, Figure 2.2). The molar fractions associated all the elements 

detected with XPS are given in Table 3.4, where the name of an element 

designates its concentration and the number in subscript designates the binding 

energy of the peak component. 

Based on the evolution of nitrogen, in quaternary amine group, and phosphor, 

which are specific markers of DPPC molecules, it is clearly shown that the 

adsorbed amount of DPPC did not vary markedly after the hydration of the 

layer (Table 3.4). Indeed, even some slight variations can be observed, it 

appears that the hydration did not greatly affect the adsorbed amount on both 

AlOOH and SA-AlOOH surfaces, regardless of the procedure used (DPPC I vs 

DPPC II).  
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Another practical way to evaluate the effect of hydration on the amount of 

adsorbed DPPC molecules consists in exploring the N402.2/Ctot molar 

concentration ratios (data from Table 3.4) which reflect a possible 

enrichment/depletion of the organic adlayer with DPPC molecules. This 

parameter showed indeed that the amount of DPPC is significantly higher 

when using procedure I, compared to procedure II (Figure 3.26A). 

Furthermore, no significant variations were noticeable after hydration, except 

when DPPC adsorption was performed on AlOOH surface using the procedure 

I. This result suggests that hydration leads to the partial desorption of DPPC 

molecules.   
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Figure 3.25. Decomposition of  N 1s, and C 1s peaks recorded on the (a) AlOOH, (b) 

AlOOH-DPPC I, (c) AlOOH-DPPC II, (d) SA-AlOOH, (e) SA-AlOOH-DPPC I and 

(f) SA-AlOOH-DPPC II. (Chosen DPPC concentrations for procedure I and 

procedure II were 1mg/ml and 5mg/ml, respectively). 
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Table 3.4. Surface concentration (mole percentage computed over all elements except 

hydrogen) of elements determined by XPS. (Chosen DPPC concentrations for 

procedure I and procedure II were 1mg/ml and 5mg/ml, respectively). 

Al 2p P 2p Cl 2p
C 1s N 1s

O 1s
C284.8 C286.3 C287.9 C288.7 Ctot N399.8 N402.3 Ntot

Adsorption

AlOOH 29.94 0.00 0.00 13.46 1.76 0.60 0.95 16.77 0.57 0.00 0.57 52.71

AlOOH-DPPC I 1.11 1.91 0.00 72.69 6.76 2.00 2.78 84.23 0.00 1.42 1.42 11.33

AlOOH-DPPC II 14.00 1.04 0.00 49.57 7.09 1.22 2.19 60.07 0.12 0.81 0.93 23.96

SA-AlOOH 20.09 0.00 0.00 46.77 1.71 0.83 1.77 51.08 0.06 0.00 0.06 28.77

SA-AlOOH-DPPC I 5.64 1.52 0.00 67.56 4.84 2.25 2.09 76.74 0.00 1.11 1.11 14.99

SA-AlOOH-DPPC II 14.96 0.73 0.00 48.79 6.18 1.51 1.98 58.46 0.00 0.58 0.58 25.27

Hydration

AlOOH 5.77 0.00 0.03 71.33 6.84 2.85 3.96 84.98 0.05 0.00 0.05 9.18

AlOOH-DPPC I 8.61 1.44 0.07 66.92 9.54 1.24 3.08 80.78 0.26 1.14 1.40 7.71

AlOOH-DPPC II 16.29 1.20 0.12 51.86 2.54 2.10 1.20 57.70 0.16 0.78 0.94 23.77

SA-AlOOH 4.11 0.00 0.02 78.16 6.02 2.14 3.18 89.50 0.05 0.00 0.05 6.33

SA-AlOOH-DPPC I 2.83 1.74 0.00 70.49 6.19 2.52 2.30 81.50 0.00 1.31 1.31 12.62

SA-AlOOH-DPPC II 10.34 1.24 0.00 61.89 6.84 1.66 2.38 72.77 0.00 0.89 0.89 14.77
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Figure 3.26. Evolution of (A) water contact angle (θw) and (B) ratio N402.2/Ctot got 

by XPS of DPPC on AlOOH and SA-AlOOH surfaces before and after hydration for 

different procedures (Chosen DPPC concentrations for procedure I and procedure II 

were 1mg/ml and 5mg/ml, respectively). 
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3.3.3 Discussion 

Generally, the adsorption of DPPC using drop spreading/evaporation or spin-

coating method leads to the formation of multilayers [124]. The amount of 

adsorbed DPPC may significantly vary as a function of the solution 

concentration, as also observed in our study.  

The main difference between procedure I and II, used in the present study, 

seems to be related to the amount of adsorbed DPPC molecule, as revealed by 

PM-IRRAS analyses. It appears, moreover, that the film formed from drop 

deposition (procedure I) is more stack than the one obtained by spin-coating. 

Indeed, in contrast to the latter procedure, when the drop is deposited 

(procedure I), no tossing of lipid solution occurs and the  amount of 

phospholipids remains entirely on the sample surface, leading to the formation 

of a film with a higher thickness, in agreement with observations made on flat 

“smooth” surfaces [124]. However, this may induce less  uniformity of the film 

and more holes, while in spin-coating process the sample thickness is almost 

uniform between defects [122, 124]. It is noteworthy that it is possible to get 

homogeneous and desired thick films with drop deposition method by choosing 

suitable combination and concentration of phospholipids, the solvent which 

wets the surface and substrate [127, 175]. 

The main complexity of this work is related to the fact that the surface used 

exhibit a high level of roughness, owing to the nanoscale organization of the 

superficially hydroxylated alumina surface and further modification with SA 

(see chapter 3.1). By contrast, the main investigations reported in the literature 

have been carried out on model flat substrate with low roughness, such as 

mica, silicon wafer, glass, etc. accordingly, the number of adsorbed 

phospholipid layers (multilayered film) can be determined easily by means of 

ellipsometry, reflectometry, or other techniques [123, 124, 127, 128]. In the 

present study, it is difficult to conclude about the number of DPPC layers, 

however, water contact angle measurements may provide relevant information 

regarding the orientation of adsorbed molecules. Simplified configurations 

corresponding to the different surfaces and the adsorption procedures are 
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illustrated in Figure 3.27. Even these configurations do not take into account 

the exact number of layers, it may provide a rough idea about how DPPC 

molecules may self-organize in the adsorbed state whether the surface is 

hydrophilic (AlOOH) or hydrophibic (SA-AlOOH), depending on the 

adsorption procedure (drop deposition vs spin-coating). 

 

a)
a) b)

c) d)

Al

AlOOH

Al

Al2O3 Hydroxylation

A

B

 

Figure 3.27. (A) Surface morphorlogy before and after hydroxylation; (B) zoom part 

of hydroxylated surface with simplified configurations of adsorbed DPPC on the 

AlOOH (a), (b) and SA-AlOOH (c), (d); by the adsorption procedure I (a), (c) and 

procedure II (b), (d). 

 

The stability of phospholipids’ layers is usually examined in contact with water 

vapor at different temperatures and humidity level, or by a direct immersion in 
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aqueous solution, mostly buffers (with biological interest). During the 

hydration, the phospholipids’ layers may re-organize. Moreover, the first single 

bilayer which is in a direct contact with the substrate is commonly left stable, 

whereas top layers could be detached [122, 123]. The stability of the adsorbed 

layers may also increase when the film thickness is higher, because interaction 

force between the liquid/vapor and solid/liquid interface becomes more 

attractive when the thickness decreases [123]. In the present study, the 

hydration has no drastic effect on the DPPC film, on the basis of XPS results 

and the evolution of w. However, using procedure I is used, the film seems to 

be more sensitive to hydration, when the adsorption was performed on the 

hydrophilic AlOOH surface. 

Although further investigations are needed regarding structural features of the 

adsorbed film, our study revealed promising results on the possibility to form a 

stable “hybrid film” made with one fatty acid (SA) and one phospholipid 

(DPPC), which could be used for tuning surface properties (especially 

wettability) and interaction with different environment. 
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Conclusions and perspectives 

The self-assembly of lipids on the surfaces of inorganic materials is a relevant 

way to control their properties. While the mechanism of adsorption on model 

flat substrate is well described in the literature, interfacial processes remain 

poorly documented on nanostructured surfaces. The mechanism of interaction 

of several lipids with an AlOOH surface has been investigated. Different FA 

varying by their chain length and level of unsaturation, one fatty acid methyl 

ester were adsorbed on hydroxylated Al surface from alkane solution. Long 

fatty acids impact on the organization and wettability of the surface. The 

stability of the FA self-assembled layers was examined under UV/O3 or 

conditioning in different media (air or aqueous solutions). This strategy aimed 

to examine the role of adsorbed FA on the changes of surface properties, in 

terms of morphology and wettability. DPPC also was as adsorbed from organic 

solution by drop deposition or spin-coating techniques on two kind of surfaces 

ALOOH and SA-ALOOH. After all these investigation we can conclude that: 

 

1. FA interact strongly with the hydroxylated Al through their  

deprotonated carboxylic acid head groups, leading to the  formation of 

coordinative carboxylate−surface bonds, as evidenced by PM-IRRAS 

analyses. MO on the other hand, when contacting the AlOOH surface, is 

subjected to a chemical transformation which presumably consists of 

saponification of the methyl ester group, leading to the formation of 

carboxylate species. The latter then interact with the surface in a manner 

similar to that evidenced for FA.  

2. The changes of surface morphology, using the AFM recently developed 

peak force tapping mode, were observed after adsorption of FA and 

MO. High resolution images revealed the existence of highly ordered 

nanostructures through the self-assembly of FA. AFM results revealed a 

peculiar fingerprint due to the FA self-assembly which consists in the 

formation of aligned nanopatterns in a state of hierarchical 

nanostructuration, regardless of the molecular structure of the FA (chain 
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length, level of unsaturation). By contrast, no comparable organization 

was observed with MO. 

3. UV/O3 treatments led to the degradation of adsorbed FA by different 

mechanisms mainly involving ozonolysis and autoxidation processes, 

depending on the level of unsaturation of the FA. These tests evidenced 

the pivotal role played by the self-assembled molecules to form and 

maintain the obtained nano-patterns. On the contrary, a strong increase 

of w was observed when increasing the amount of C-H groups, 

estimated by PM-IRRAS data (area of ν(C-H) bands) These findings 

suggest that the main origin of hydrophobisation is due to the alkyl 

chains of self-assembled FA and that the nanoscale organization only 

has a small contribution. 

4. After the adsorption of FA and further conditioning in different media, 

the surface properties were subjected to significant effects regarding 

both nanoscale organization and wettability. To quantify the 

contribution of the surface roughness on the wetting properties, the 

Wenzel roughness, defined as the third moment of power spectral 

density (PSD), appears to be more relevant than the root-mean-square 

roughness (Rrms) as it also includes information on the horizontal range 

fluctuations. Results did not show any trend that might correlate 

wettability (w) and Wenzel roughness (RW). 

5. The mechanisms of adsorption of phospholipids are more complicated 

than FA, knowing their ability to form bilayers in the presence of water. 

DPPC differently interacts with AlOOH and SA-AlOOH surfaces, 

because of their hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity, respectively. The 

surface properties, adsorption procedures (drop deposition v.s. spin-

coating) strongly effect the orientation and organization of self-

assembled molecules. The main effect of adsorption could be described 

as an evolution of the surface wettability, which in agreement with other 

results shows the formation of DPPC multilayers. However, it is 
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extremely difficult to conclude about the number of (bi)layers owning 

nano-roughness of hydroxylated surface.  

 

The complexity of interfacial processes involved in the adsorption of lipids on 

metal oxide and hydroxides is inherent in the multiplicity of the parameters 

influencing this process. The FA self-organization principles can be extended 

to other macromolecules of biological interest, phospholipids in particular, and 

have a particular interest in applications such as the control of cell adhesion.  
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